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ABSTRACT 

Tractors provide the primary source of power for most fanning operations. Their 

mobility makes them adaptable to different production practices. However, they have 

two major disadvantages: soil compaction resulting from multiple passes of heavy power 

units, and inefficiency in transmitting power through tractive means. Cable farming 

systems were developed to overcome those disadvantages. Most, however, are used only 

for tillage operations, and employ a limited number of implements. 

A cable drawn fanning system (CDFS) was developed which utilizes a modified 

linear mm'e irrigation structure as its main frame. The system consists of a mobile truss, 

carriage, endless cable and controller. A multipurpose carriage system was designed for 

the CDFS. Finite element analysis was used to detennine carrier frame and attachment 

structural requirements. 

An implement carrier of the carriage system was designed to be drawn by an endless 

cable, and to accommodate most three-point hitch implements, including PTO driven 

implements. An automatic cable gripping device was developed to connect the carriage 

to thc cablc. An electrical system was developed to provide power to the carrier through 

an electric trolley. A rail was designed to guide the carrier and support the electric lines. 

Potential harvesting scenarios were examined to identify material handling solutions. 

Evaluation suggested material handling requirements of vegetables could be best met 

with a conveyor system, while other crops might utilize trailers. A programmable logical 

controller (PLC) was selected and a control sequence is provided to accommodate the 

field operations. 

This research defined design parameters for a CDFS compatible with linear move 

irrigation system operations. Analytical results provide support for the concept of 

mUltipurpose use of a linear move irrigation system. 
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The application of machines to agriculture has been one of the outstanding 

deyelopments in agriculture during the past century. It has resulted in an increase in the 

efficiency of field operations and the quality of products produced, as wel1 as improved 

the quality of many aspects of human life. Farm mechanization has released millions of 

agricultural workers to other industries, thus contributing to the world's industrial 

expansIon. 

People have generally shown a large appreciation for agricultural mechanization, 

hO\\'e\'er there has always been some concern about soil compaction due to wheeled 

tractors and trailed equipment. The wheeled tractor provides the primary source of power 

for most farming operations. Its mobility makes it adaptable to different production 

practices, LePori. et al. (1988) have stated, however, that the tractor has a number of 

limitations and disadvantages: 

1) InctTiciency in transmitting power by tractive means; 

2) Soil compaction arising from multiple passes of heavy power units; 

3) Requirement of a skilled operator for efficient functional performance; and 

4) Dependence on weather and soil conditions for adequate traction and transport of 

the power unit. 

1.1. INEFFICIENCY IN TRANSMITTING POWER 

Current field machinery operations for crop production depend on mobile power 

sources such as tractors or self-propel1ed machines. Kline, et al. (1986) described the 

relationship between the amount of power which does useful work and the amount of 

power supplied to a wheel as tractive efficiency. Numerous studies have shown the 

maximum tractive efficiency under ideal soil and tractor operating conditions is 
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approximately 80% (Wismer and Luth, 1971; Wong, 1978; Gill and Vanden Berg, 1967). 

Matthe\\'s (1981) stated that the average tractive efficiencies under normal operating 

conditions in many operations were closer to 50 to 65%. The loss in power transmission 

efficiency through soil-tire interactions is clearly one of the major limitations of the 

tractor. 

Limitations in power transmission efficiency through tire-soil tractive means are well 

documented, and alternative methods of transmitting useful energy to field machinery 

have been studied (Gill and VandenBerg, 1967). Some of the major alternative methods 

studied include vibrating tools, powered tools, and rotary tillers. These methods reduce 

the amount of power required to be transmitted through soil-wheel interaction, but most 

arc still used in conjunction with a mobile power unit operating on pneumatic tires. 

In addition to these problems, average tractor power has increased continually over 

rccent decades to improve the timeliness of farm operations. To utilize the increased 

po""cr, manufacturers have resorted to four-wheel drive, dual wheels, increased weight, 

and othcr changes. As the tire-soil traction forces increase, the problem of soil 

compaction worsens. 

1.2. SOIL COMPACTION 

LcPori, et al. (1988) indicated that one parameter affecting the amount of power 

which can be transmitted through tractive methods is the weight on the tire. As tractor 

powcr has increased, \\'eight has also increased. This assists traction, but it compacts the 

soil which in turn affects crop production. 

Compaction is the moving of soil particles closer together by external forces, such as 

those applied by man, animals, and wheel traffic. With current mechanized agriculture, 

onc major source of soil compaction is the wheels of tractors and other equipment 

(Coopcr ct aI., 1983). For example, a tractor with a set of planters compacts the 
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prcviously loosened soil when it is traveling along a tilled field. Loosened soil is easily 

compacted, whereas structured soil requires much higher loads to compact. 

With disk harrows, a high load is carried on a small surface. Thus, overuse of disks 

and other tillage tools can cause serious soil compaction by destroying the natural soil 

structure, and by subjecting the tilled soil to compacting forces. Usually farmers will 

disk several times, and each time they are forming a compacted layer below the operating 

depth of the disks. The undesirable effect of soil compaction below the normal plowing 

depth is thus constantly increasing, and low-pressure tires can do little to reduce this. 

Hood and Williamson (1988) pointed out that compaction should be regulated to 

assurc minimum compaction in the crop root zone, limited compaction in the seedling 

emergence area, and maximum compaction in the traffic lanes. They also stated that 

hcavy tillage operations could be eliminated from the crop production zone, while thc 

traffic lanes bccome increasingly compact over the years, thereby improving tractivc 

cllicicncy, notation, and timeliness of critical operations. In other words, compaction is 

not rcquircd within thc crop zone, but it is beneficial in the traffic lanes. Elimination of 

compaction from wheel traffic in the root zone of growing crops may increase crop yiclds 

for somc soils (Voorhees, 1977; Robertson and Erickson, 1978; and Williford, 1980). 

Controlled traffic farming thus becomes another important subject in agricultural 

mcchanization. 

1.3. CONTROLLED TRAFFIC FARMING 

Thc practice of restricting the path of tractor and lor implement wheels to permanent 

paths through the field is called controlled traffic farming (Gebhardt et aI., 1982). 

Another definition was provided by Monroe and Burt (1987): a crop production system in 

which thc crop zones and the traffic lanes are distinctly and permanently separated, and 

thcrefore is a means of managing traffic-induced soil compaction. 
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Cooper et al. (1983) stated that soil condition influences, but does not control, plant 

growth. Plant growth influences but does not control yield. Crop production is a 

complex system, and it is indeed difficult to determine scientifically the effect of anyone 

factor on crop yield. In addition to controlled traffic, systems of crop production must 

incorporate many other factors, however for maximum crop production, controlled traffic 

must be included. 

Dumas et al. (1973) reported that cotton roots grew better in noncompacted soil when 

traffic was reduced. Their studies showed that cotton yields increased about 25lk when 

traffic by sprayers and other machinery was confined to specific paths. Tillett and Holt 

(1987) indicated that wheels can lead to other problems: their passage through a crop can 

cause damage which may delay maturity, or affect quality. Hood and Williamson (1988) 

concluded that random wheel traffic in Coastal Plains soils had caused a 25 to 35 o/c yield 

reduction for cucumbers, and a 46 to 58% yield reduction for squash. 

Morling (1982) discussed the advantages and disadvantages of controlled traffic 

fanning. The advantages he cited are: 

"A) A reduction in soil compaction in the crop zone and the ability to control 

compaction which results in--

1) Better infiltration and storage of water 

2) Better air void ratio within the soil 

3) Less impedance to root growth 

4) A larger reservoir for water, nutrients and roots 

5) Less soil erosion loss (water infiltration) 

6) Less nutrient and chemical loss 

7) Less tillage of soil required 

To result in--
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8) Improved crop growth and yield 

9) Earlier crop maturity 

10) Presen'ation of soil 

B) The provision of a compacted traffic path which results in--

I) Better tractive efficiency of powered wheels 

2) Less rolling resistance of unpowered wheels 

3) Smaller wheels and tires required (less floatation) 

4) Terrace action on side slopes (raised paths) 

5) More timeliness for planting and harvesting 

C) The provision of a lower cost tillage system without the problems of "no-till" or 

"minimum-till" with--

I) Loose soil for better water infiltration, storage and root growth 

2) Some tillage to disrupt soil water channels 

3) No wheel track depressions to channel water runoff 

4) No wheel traffic to negate deep tillage benefits 

5) Loose dryer [drier] soil to wann up sooner 

D) The increase in profit for the farmer by--

I) Increasing his crop yield for greater returns 

2) Reducing fuel costs for traction and transport and tillage 

3) Reducing tire costs (size and wear) 

4) Reducing fuel costs for drying crop 

E) Prm'iding a basis for standardization of machinery size modules for--

I) More interchangeability for the farmer 

2) Increase production volume by the manufacturer" 
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The disadvantages of controlled traffic farming which Morling (1982) cited are: 

"A) Careful control of all field equipment is necessary and more management is 

required for field operations because--

I) Specific traffic paths must be developed In all fields with roadway 

headlands 

2) All machines for crop production, harvest and crop input and output must 

fit the path and operate on it or stay on the roadway at the ends of the field 

3) A system of automatic guidance is needed to maintain location of paths 

4) Reduced tillage can result in more crop diseases 

5) Some initial investment is needed 

B) Less crop area is available because--

I) Crop can not be raised in the headland 

2) Crop should not be raised close to the traffic path" 

Results of numerous experiments have shown that crop yields are significantly 

increased ,,'hen controlled traffic farming is practiced (Dumas et a!., 1975; Cannon and 

Stapleton. 1977; Raghagan et a!., 1979). Tillett and Holt (1987) stated that experiments 

had shown impnwed yields of vegetables of up to 75 percent in the United Kingdom in 

response to the total removal of deep soil compaction. They also indicated that at the 

Scottish Institute of Agricultural Engineering, zero traffic experiments gave improved 

yields of potato tubers. 

Wide span or gantry-type systems are categorized as controlled traffic farming 

systems. Wide frame carrier systems reduce soil compaction because of less wheel 

traffic, They also have additional benefits that could be included in the advantages of 

controlled traffic farming. These benefits were stated by Chamen et a!. (1986): 

"(i) Improved control of operations, for example, precise depth of cultivation or 

firming of the soil, with controlled tractor wheelings .... 



(iii) Reduced cultivation energy requirements - a 50% saving in energy has been 

recorded by virtue of lower draught [draft] inputs and fewer clods are produced 

during cultivation of the unwheeled soil.. .. 

(y) Improved precision in the application of agricultural chemicals and fertilizers. 

(\'i) Automated control of the machine more easily achieved than with a tractor .... 

(\'iii) Use throughout the growing season with little damage to the crop." 

Gantry systems also increase tractive efficiency, since compacted zones are provided 

for wheel traffic. Still most gantry systems move the power unit along with the 

implement, and generate forces perpendicular to the carrier frame. This results in Icss 

cfficicnt energy transmission than a cable drawn farming system. 

1.4. NON· TRACTIVE MEANS 

Non-tractiyc techniques in agriculture have been developed in an attempt to oyercome 

the limitations of traction. LePori, et al. (1988) listed several methods which included 

rotary tillers, \'ibrating tools, powered disks, and cable towed implements. Although each 

mcthod has unique characteristics, cable systems overcome soil compaction problems and 

incrcase powcr transmission efficiency, whereas most of the other methods generally 

increasc cncrgy usc. 

The implcmcnt carrier on a cable towed system moves at a right angle to the direction 

of travel of thc system. In the other words, the power source of the cable towed system 

remains stationary when the implement is working. This saves the energy which is 

normally used to supply the traction effort of a tractor. Stahl (1889) discussed the 

efficicncy of different commercial cable systems tested under various conditions. He 

found that up to a distance of 4.8 km (3 miles), wire ropes could transmit power at 96lk 

efficiem:y. Stahl (1889) also determined that efficiencies of other power transmission 
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methods of that period were: electricity -- 69%, pneumatic -- 55%, and hydraulic -- 50~ .. 

These are significantly less than the efficiency of power transmission of a cable. 

Cable drawn tillage systems provide several possible advantages over conventional 

tillage systems including: (a) reduction of soil compaction, (b) greater power 

transmission efficiency, (c) reduction of weather influence on operations, and (d) greater 

automation of operations (Kline, et aI., 1986). To utilize these advantages to their 

greatest extent, alternative cable drawn farming system designs must be evaluated to 

determine the best overall configuration. The design of the carriage system is one of the 

most important aspects of the cable drawn farming system, since all of the implements 

arc mounted on or attached to it, and hence it is involved in all field operations. 



CHAPTER 2 

CABLE FARMING SYSTEMS AND PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

2.1. HISTORIC CABLE FARMING SYSTEMS 
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Cable fanning is not a new concept in agriculture. The concept was developed a 

century ago. Spence (1960) studied the history of cable farming systems in the 

nineteenth century and concluded that there were at lease five basic categories of cable 

fanning systems. 

The first of these was built around the system introduced by the Fisken brothers in 

Northumberland (Figure 2.1). Their invention, first displayed in Scotland in 1852, was 

patented in 1855, and subsequently was improved and used widely. It was one of the 

most complex nineteenth-century cable systems. The engine remained stationary in a 

corner of the field, while two moveable windlasses placed opposite each other on the 

sides of the field drew the implements back and forth between them. 

c=1 ......................................... -.() 
P~I·;)~·······\Vi~~i;s~· - - - --~~e~ f 
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I 
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I 
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Diagram of 1 

Endless Cable System I 
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Hemp JOutward - - - -
Rope \Return •••••• _. 

Cable 

Windlass Carriage 

Figure 2.1. The Fisken system. (Redrawn from God Speed The Plow. 1960.) 
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The second category, and an extremely important one, was the "single engine and 

opposite headland" system (Figure 2.2). It emerged primarily as the result of the effort of 

John Fowler, Jr. Fowler takes credit for producing the first really practical and relatively 

economical system, although it has been pointed out that he originally purchased some of 

the ideas from the Fiskens. In general, the system consisted of an engine placed on one 

side of the field, and a heavy anchor on the opposite headland. Between the two ran an 

endless cable which was taken up, and let out, by a horizontal windlass. An implement 

commonly used with this system was the "balance" or "counterpoise" plow (Figure 2.3). 

It wus a two-way device which lifted the unused set of bottoms clear of the soil while 

tl1(wing in one direction across the field, and used the alternate set on the return trip. 

Figure 2.2. The Fowler single-engine system in operation. 

Figure 2.3. Fowler's six-furrow balance plow. 
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Spence( 1960) indicated that the third category of cable drawn systems was the 

"roundabout" (Figure 2.4). It was developed by William Smith of Woolston, 

Buckinghamshire, then simplified, improved, and manufactured by the Howard brothers 

of Bedford. Smith's system utilized a stationary engine set in a comer of the field, or on a 

road at the edge of the field. An endless cable operating from a winch near the power 

plant encircled that portion of the field to be cultivated at one "set," and the cultivating 

equipment ran parallel to, rather than perpendicular to the source of power. This method 

\\'as known as the "Woolston" or "smasher" system. Soil was not turned over as with an 

ordinary plo\\'; instead a special cultivating implement scarified or "smashed" the ground 

do\\'n to the required depth. 

Figure 2.4. Smith's cable drawn cultivator system. 

Another significant category of cable drawn farming systems was developed by 

Coleman and Son. The engine, anchor, and cable disposition followed the general pattern 

laid down by Fowler, but the Colemans deviated sharply in the use and positioning of two 

sepamte cultivating implements. Attaching one to the outgoing cable next to and facing 

the engine, and the other to the incoming cable at the anchor end, the Colemans pulled 
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the first cultivator to the center of the field, idle, while at the same time the second was 

brought to mid-field from the opposite side, working. At this point a reversal of power 

brought the first implement back to the engine, working, and returned the second to its 

original position. 

The fifth approach, a highly popular one in the heyday of the steam plow, was the 

double engine system (Figure 2.5). The double engine system was the simplest and the 

most effective of all, but at the same time the most expensive. Two engines were 

required, with one working at each side of the field. A two-way plow was attached to a 

single cable and pulled through the soil by a winding drum connected to one engine, 

\\'hile the other engine moved forward the width of the furrows. When the plowshares 

reached the edge of the field they were re-set and drawn back by the second engine, while 

the first was repositioned. 

Figure 2.5. Double-engine plowing system in action. 
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2.2. MODERN CABLE FARMING SYSTEMS 

Early cable farming systems used steam powered engines which were both heavy and 

inefficient. As lighter and more efficient internal combustion engines were introduced, 

tractor based systems gradually replaced cable farming systems. As concerns over soil 

compaction and power efficiency increased, cable farming systems once again returned to 

agricultural engineers' minds. As a result, several cable farming systems have recently 

been introduced. 

LePori, et al. (1983) proposed a cable towing system which was called the Alternative 

Machinery Propulsion System (AMPS). AMPS, shown in Figure 2.6., is a single-engine 

system which consists of the following major components: 

I. Power unit for the cable drive and electric generator; 

'1 Multi-jointed mobile truss for supporting the cable and light implements; 

3. Implement carrier for hitching, lifting, indexing, and reversing implements; 

4. Sensing and control system for indexing the mobile trusses and guiding the 

implements. 

Figure 2.6. Alternative machinery propulsion system (AMPS) 

The AMPS was reported to be 32 to 120% more efficient in transmitting power than a 

rubber tired tractor (LePori, et aI., 1986). Kline et al. (1986) simulated the AMPS while 

powering tandem disks. They studied field efficiency, field capacity, fuel consumption, 

and cost, and concluded that: 
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1. Length of the AMPS should be at least 90 m (295 ft) to maximize field efficiency 

and field capacity . 

.., Tandem disk widths for the AMPS should be at least 4 m (13 ft) to minimize 

energy requirements per hectare. 

3. Reduced indexing and anchoring times significantly improve field efficiency and 

field capacity of the AMPS. 

4. Reduced increment time had a very small effect on the overall performance of the 

AMPS (Kline defined the "increment" as the longitudinal displacement when 

AMPS moved from one field section to another). 

Crossley and Kilgour (1983) developed a winch plowing system for developing 

countries. Based on the windlass tractor concept, this system illustrates how a small 

tractor can be used to pull higher draft loads than when it depends on wheels for traction. 

The winch system was able to develop a pull force in excess of three times the weight of 

the tractor, and it a\'eraged 14.3 percent less fuel consumption per unit area as compared 

to con\'entional tractor operation. 

Shaw and Debicki (1988) proposed a cable cultivation system which consisted of dual 

power units and a single cable that was patterned after the most common steam powered 

cable plowing systcm. A pair of winch tractors positioned on opposite sides of a field 

wcre used to draw various two-way implements across a cultivated area. It was noted, 

howe"er, that some implements such as planters are unidirectional, and these would have 

to be modified so that they could be used with the system. 

Two other gantry type systems were proposed for use with cable drawn implements. 

One of those was developed in Japan at NARC (National Agriculture Research Center) in 

1982 (Figure 2.7). 
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Miyaza\\'a et al. (1987) stated that there were several purposes for developing the 

gantry system. The first was to facilitate precision farming, the next was to permit 

cval uation of controlled traffic famling in paddy fields, and the third was to initiate trials 

of thc ultimate automated farming system. The power source for this system was three 

phasc AC, supplied through the cable wire. 

Miyazawa et al. (1987) used a carrier, which they called a traverse, located under the 

gantry framc to carry cultivators, transplanters, sprayers, and combine han/esters. The 

tra\'crsc travel cd on a track, and used a cogwheel arrangement to obtain its precise 

location. The mass of the traverse was about 2 tons, and had a hitching area that was 1.2 

m by 1.2 m (4 ft by 4 ft). They indicated that deflection of the traverse was negligible 

c\'cn whcn using the heaviest implement, that is a rotary cultivator weighing 800 kg 

(l764lb). 

Another gantry type of cable system was the electrically powered controlled traffic 

farming (CTF) system developed by Williams et al. (1991) at California Polytechnic 
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State Uniyersity. The CTF system consisted of a 30 m (lOa ft) long truss, with an 

electrically powered carriage traversing underneath it. This carried the tillage, cultivation 

and planting implements (Figure 2.8). 

Carriage Drive Motor 

Truss Drive Motor 
~Iotor 
Controllers 

Ground Level 

Truss Drive 
Wheel Motor 

Cable and 
Reel Assembly 

\ 

Figure 2.8. The CTF unit developed by Williams et al. (1991). 

Williams et al. (1991) mounted computers on the CTF which automatically controlled 

the mo\'cment of the tools as the system prepared a 30 m by ISO m (lOa ft by 500 ft) 

ficld. According to their tests, tillage activities such as disking used up to 79% less 

energy than a diesel tractor. 

2.3 U OF A CABLE DRAWN FARMING SYSTEM 

Hurt (1991) indicated that sprinkler irrigation in the western United States has 

ad,·antages where the land is too rough or too shallow to permit leveling for flooding or 

other gravity irrigation methods. Center-pivot and linear move systems are two popular 

sprinkler methods used for irrigating field crops. These systems have high clearances, 

and do not interfere with growing crops. Farmers can easily adjust the application rate of 

the water, as well as precisely apply fertilizer and pesticides while irrigating. Including 

these benefits in a cable drawn farming system would make it even more attractive to 
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farmers, hence these irrigation systems were considered for use as the basic structural 

component of the proposed cable drawn system. 

To incorporate cable farming into this type of irrigation system it was thought that a 

linear move system, which moves linearly, was more practical than a center-pivot system 

which circles around a well, since fields are normally laid out as a rectangle, rather than a 

circlc. As a Valley linear move system(Model # 9880) was available at the University of 

Arizona, it was used as the basic component upon which this research project was 

dc\·eloped. 

Thc systcm designed at the University of Arizona was named CDFS. This is 

abbrc\'iated from Cable Drawn Farming System. The CDFS utilized the Valley linear 

mo\'c systcm as thc main support frame, and was designed for a common field length, 

183 m (600 fect), found in Arizona. Four sections of the model 9880 formed the main 

framc of thc CDFS. An overview of the layout of the CDFS is shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9. General CDFS layout. 
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The model 9880 Valley linear move system was equipped a 168 kW (225 hp) diesel 

engine, a 25 kW (33.5 hp) generator and a 1 kW (1.5 hp) driving motor at each tower. 

These items served as the power sources for the CDFS. 

As discussed in previous sections, cable drawn farming systems can reduce soil 

compaction and take advantage of the energy transmitting efficiency of a cable. 

However, most cable drawn farming systems developed to date are only cable drawn 

tillage systems, since power has not been available at the implement attachment point for 

powering PTO driven implements or harvesting devices. In general, cable drawn tillage 

systems have also been limited to using two way implements, which means they cannot 

utilize a wide range of traditional implements without incorporating a complicated 

mechanism to pivot them at the ends of the field. Additionally, the attachment point on 

many implements needs to be redesigned to accommodate the cable system. LePori et al. 

( 1986) demonstrated another problem wi th such a system. He showed that the deviation 

or a cable-towed tandem disk harrow from a straight line path to be a maximum of about 

2.5 m (8.3 ft). That is, guidance is a problem in cable drawn tillage systems. 

Using a linear move irrigation system as the main frame for the CDFS permits 

functions such as irrigating and spraying to take place, in addition to other field 

operations. However, to facilitate attachment of various implements and allow the 

system to perform most field operations including those requiring PTO power, a carriage 

system is required for the CDFS. This is the topic of this dissertation. None of the 

carriage or other components designed in this dissertation have been built or tested at this 

time. This work presents a design based on currently available technical data relating to 

power requirements of implements selected for use on the CDFS. 
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2.4. OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this research were to: 

1. Develop a carriage structure for a cable drawn farming system to be used with a 

linear move irrigation system. The carriage was required to support traditional 

three-point hitch implements, and provide rotary power to drive attached 

implements. 

,., Analyze the carriage to determine structural requirements and weight. 

3. Develop concepts for powering and controlling the carriage system. 



CHAPTER 3 

CARRIAGE SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.1 DESIGN CONCEPT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE CARRIAGE SYSTEM 
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The carriage system includes a mUltipurpose carrier, a monorail guidance system, 

endless cable, and power supply. The carrier was designed for multiple uses: to carry 

various three-point hitch implements, supply PTO power to drive implements such as a 

rotary tiller, and be adaptable for harvesting. Minimum modification of the linear movc 

systcm was dcsired for utilizing the system's structures and features discussed in section 

2.3. Thus, the carrier could not run down the center line of linear move underneath the 

irrigation pipes and pass through the tower assemblies without requiring extensivc 

modification. To pivot the carrier with an implement hitched to it, and using a back and 

forth motion, was also complicated. A perimeter cable system (or a "roundabout" means 

in section 2.1) was considered to hold thc most potential for this system. Howevcr the 

carrier was not ablc to cross thc irrigation ditch adjacent to the headland (Figure 2.9), and 

as a rcsult of this constraint the carrier had to travel along the headland below thc 

irrigation pipcs, insidc of the tower containing the power plant. The cable drive shea\'e 

and pullcy also presented a problem since the carrier would have to pass over them 

without relcasing the cable. On thc end opposite the power plant, the carrier travclcd 

along the headland, inside the last tower assembly, and had to avoid contacting the cable 

pulleys. An automatic cable grip system was required to couple and uncouple the carrier 

to thc cablc on the headlands. As the carrier uncoupled from the cable, it required power 

to propel it along the headlands. Once it moved across the headland it had to couple onto 

thc cablc as it began the next working path. Four wheels were used to support the carrier 

wcight. Two wheel motors were used on the front whcels to power the carrier on the 
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headlands. By making the driving wheels steerable, the carrier could be guided in the 

field and along the headland. 

The diesel engine on the power plant assembly supplied the mobile power through an 

endless cable attached to the carrier. The electric power used on the carrier to drivc 

auxiliary devices such as hydraulic pumps, which in tum actuated other components 

attached to the carrier, was supplied by a method similar to that used on street cars or 

trolleys. 

Since the carrier of CDFS was used in a perimeter cable system, its path was distant 

from the linear move's center line. To avoid having the implement guidance problem 

discussed in section ~.3 a monorail was designed as the guide for the carrier, and to 

prm"ide the support for the electric power lines. The rail was suspended around the 

outside of the linear move, using tubing and cables attached to the tension trusses on the 

pipes. as wcll as to the towers. For convenience in installing the rail, the attachments for 

the rail support components were positioned at available bolt locations on the linear mo\"e 

when possible. The rail ran under the pipes at each end of the linear move (Figure ~.9). 

An end view of the guide rail and support elements associated with the linear move 

trusses and carrier is shown in Figure 3.1. 

tr----, Linear move pipe 
and truss 

Figure 3.1. End view of the guide rail and support elements associated with the linear 

move trusses and carrier. 
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3.2. THE LINEAR MOVE IRRIGATION SYSTEM LOAD 

The linear move irrigation system includes a power plant, irrigation pipes, tower 

assemblies, trusses and rods. These structural components are used to support the 

carriage system of the CDFS. A typical Valley linear move irrigation system is shown in 

Figure 3.2. 
Irrigation pipe 

I 

Figure 3.2. An oven/iew of a model 9880 Valley linear move system. 

Before adding components to the linear move irrigation system, one needs to know 

how much load this system could carry, and hence how much more load could be added 

to it. The heaviest load for the linear move irrigation system was considered to be the 

condition when the pipes were filled with water. As mentioned in section 2.3, only four 

sections of the system were to be used for the CDFS, thus the calculations were based on 

these criteria, that is four sections filled with water having a total length of 174.95 m (574 

ft). 
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There were four tower assemblies and one power plant cart in the linear move 

irrigation system. Twelve wheels supported the system's weight. Since each section 

supported different lengths of pipes, the load on each wheel would not be identical from 

section to section. To calculate the load on each wheel, the system was divided into five 

sections. These are shown in Figure 3.3. The loads applied on the wheels were the 

weights of tower assemblies, pipes, trusses and rods, and water. 

~ >1< D3 >1< D2 >1<D1>1 
48.8m 43.9m 38.7m 19.2m 

~ ........ _~(160 ft~) _----=--(144 ft) (127 ft) 63 ft) 

48.8111 
(160 ft) 

.,-4 
48.8m 
(160 ft) 

39.0m 
(128 ft) 

38.4m 
(126ft) 

Figure 3.3. Side view of the linear move system showing the divisions used in the 

load distribution calculations. 

The weight of each tower assembly was estimated to be 272 kg (600 Ib). The power 

plant components included an engine, a generator, a water pump, a fuel tank (assumed to 

be filled with fuel) and frame components. Component weights were estimated to be 

1134 kg (2500 lb), 227 kg (500 lb), 227 kg (500 lb), 500 kg (1100 lb) and 327 kg (720 

lb), respectively. The weight of the power plant was thus estimated to be 2415 kg (5320 

Ib). 

Two pipe sizes are used in the four linear move sections. The first two sections used 

pipe with an outside diameter (OD) of 203.2 mm (8 in.) and a wall thickness of 3.2 mm 

(118 in.). The other two sections used pipe with an OD of 152.4 mm (6 in.) and a wall 

thickness of 3.2 mm (1/8 in.). According to Oberg et al. (1990), the weights of these 
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pipes are 16.89 kg/m (11.35 Ib/ft) and 12.9 kg/m (8.68 Ib/ft) respectively. The inside 

diameters of pipes were employed to calculate pipe water volumes, and hence weights. 

There were twenty-three top trusses and fifty-two rods on the four sections. Average 

weights of the trusses, the rods closest to the towers, and the remaining rods were 

estimated to be 22.7 kg (50 Ib), 18.16 kg (40 Ib) and 9.08 kg (20 Ib), respectively. 

The complete calculations are shown in Appendix A. The results are summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Weight on each linear move tire arising from the various weights. 

Wei~ht in k~ Ob) 
Tire location Tower Trusses 

assembh' Pipe Water & Rods Total Each tire 

2413 324 582 141 3460 865 
Power plant (5320) (715) (l284) i3101 J7629l (1907) 

272 654 1174 270 2370 1185 
1 st tower (600) (1441) (2588) (595) (5224) (2612) 

272 645 999 279 2194 1097 
2nd tower _(600) (1421) (2202) (615) (4838) (2419) 

272 630 814 299 1989 994 
3rd towcr (600) (1389) (1795) (660) (43~) (2192) 

272 315 407 150 1144 572 
4th towcr (600) (694) (897) (330) (2521) (1261) 

3502 2567 3976 1139 11184 
Total (7720) (5660) (8766) (2510) (24656) 

The lire size was identical for all twelve wheels, 14.9-24. Information about this type 

or agricultural field lire taken from the Tire and Rim Association is listed in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Inflation pressures and loads for a 14.9-24 tire. 

Inflation kPa 96.5 110 124 138 151.7 165.5 179 262 
pressure 

psi 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 38 

Basic tire kg 1225 1324 1420 1510 1597 1678 1760 2195 
load 

Ib 2700 2920 3130 3330(6) 3520 3700 3880(8) 4840 

(Source: Tire and Rim Association) 
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The largest weight on a tire was found for the first tower assembly, 1185 kg (2612 

Ib). This is below the maximum load allowed, 1225 kg (2700 Ib) at an inflation pressure 

of 96.5 kPa (14 psi), as shown in Table 3.2. In the work that follows the weight of the 

CDFS components was limited such that the allowable load limit for each tire was not 

exceeded. 

3.3. POWER SUPPLY FOR THE CARRIAGE SYSTEM 

3.3.1. CABLE AND ITS SOURCE OF PULL 

To utilize a cable to pull the carrier, the eable type and size were determined. 

Oberg et al. (1990) stated that the most popular and widely used class of cable is a 6 x 19 

(the number of strands x the number of wires per strand). Costello (1990) described wire 

rope and the basic cross-sectional constructions of them (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). 

Figure 3.4. Wire rope and its components. 
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6 x 7 6 x 19 Warrington 

Figure 3.5. Examples of the basic cross-sectional construction of wire ropes. 

Material, strength and factor of safety were considered in choosing the size of the 

cable. Materials used in the manufacture of wire rope are, in the order of increasing 

strength: iron, phosphor bronze, traction steel, plow steel, improved plow steel, and 

bridge rope steel (Oberg et aI., 1990). Iron wire rope is largely used for low strength 

applications such as elevators not used for hoisting, and for stationary guy wires. 

According to Oberg et al. (1990), phosphor bronze and traction steel are not strong 

enough to support the forces found in farming operations, such as draft. Based on these 

considerations, plo\\" steel cable was selected. 

The factor of safety was determined using the breaking strength of the wire rope, 

di\'ided by the maximum pull expected from the field operations. To obtain the 

maximum pull, yarious field operations were examined using the information from 

ASAE Standard D497 (Hahn, 1993). 

Since the engine supplies the power for the cable to draw the carrier and implement, 

the power is limited only by the size of the engine. That is, the larger the engine size the 

larger the pull the engine can supply. However, the more power that is supplied, the 

hea\'ier will need to be the cable and related components, such as the cable drive sheave. 

Thus, the maximum pull was set to be the force sufficient to overcome the largest draft 

force expected. 
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The three-point-hitch on the carrier was intended to allow standard implements to be 

attached to it, permiting tillage, transplanting, spraying, fertilizing or other operations to 

be performed. The question that needed to be answered was how wide an implement 

could be used with the system. One criteria was the space required for turning on the 

headland, since the carrier would carry the implements on the headlands inside the power 

plant and the last tower assembly (Figure 2.9). The end truss assemblies were considered 

to be the supports for both ends of the guide rail. The minimum distance between the last 

truss and tower assembly was about 5 m (200 in.). A row width of 1 m (40 in.) and the 

implement attached to the center of the carrier frame were assumed. Thus, the turning 

space would allow at maximum an eight-row implement to pass. However, to 

accommodate the width of an eight-row implement, the rail would be suspended a 

considerable distance from the center line of the linear move frame. This would 

significantly increase the lengths of the rail and supporting components (Figure 3.1), and 

hence weights. Thus, only 2-, 4-, and 6-row implements were considered for the system. 

The choice of the implement width will be discussed in section 3.3.2. 

The maximum draft for each implement planned for use on the CDFS, and which is 

listed in ASAE Standard D497 (Hahn, 1993), was calculated. This information was 

combined with the implement types available (Implement & Tractor, 1993), in two-, four

, and six-row versions and used to produce Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, respectively. In these 

tables some operations are listed without a draft value because three-point hitch 

implements are not available in that size. For example, a 6-row disk harrow is only 

U\'ailable in pull-type models, thus no draft force is listed in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.3. Potential draft requirements of the CDFS carriage (2-row implements). 

Typical Depth Equations used to Max. Working Implement 
field Draft(D) (d) or calculate draft draft. per width for mass. MI 

Total draft Operation speed units bite(b) (and soil type) unit width CDFS (kg) 
(km/h) ~cm~ ~N/cm) !m~ 

(kN) 

I. Tillage 
Moldboard 7+0.049s2 
plows 7.0 N/cm2 d=20 ~Siltl: clal::~ 188.02 20.32 1697 38.21 

N/cm2 
5.2+0.039s2 

Disk plows 7.0 d=20 ~Decatur cIal::~ 142.22 20.32 28.90 
N/bottom 21.5d2 

Listers 6.76 !N/36 cm} d=15 ~Siltl:: cIar loam~ 134.38 20.32 27.31 

Disk harrows 6.5 ko 
14.7MI 

36.89* 20.32 567 8.33 b ~Clal'2 
Chisel plows 520+49.2s 
& field cultr. 7.0 N/tool d=8.26 (Loam2 8.51 20.32 1615 1.73 

d=lO, 43.9b-o.46 

Rotary tillers 5.0 N/cm2 b=13 ~Dry silt loam~ 134.91 20.32 894- 27.41 
Disk plow 2+0.17s 
with sceder 7.0 kNim d=7.5 (Clay) 31.90 20.32 6.48 
attachment 

17Sd - 280d 
Subsoilcr N/shank d=46 (Medium or cIay 126.77 20.32 25.76 

loam~ 
~\linor tillage 
tools 
Land plane N/m 4400 - 11600 116.00 20.32 23.57 
Spike tooth 

N/m 440 -730 7.30 20.32 1.48 harrows 
Spring tooth 
harrows 9.0 N/m 1460 - 2190 21.90 20.32 4.45 
Rod wceder N/m 880 - 1830 18.30 20.32 3.72 
Roller or 
(2!!ckcr 10.0 N/m 440-880 8.80 20.32 1.79 
~. Seeding 
Row planters 
Seeding only 5.0 N/row 450 -800 800* 20.32 1.60 
Seed. 

fertilizer 7.0 N/row 1100 - 2000 2000* 20.32 4.00 
herbicides 
Grain drills 
Regular 6.5 N/oE£ner 130 -450 17.72 20.32 726 3.60 
Deep furrow 6.5 N/oQener 335 -670 26.38 20.32 726 5.36 

3. Culti\'ation 
Row 5.5 N/Ill d=7.6 IISd - 230d 17.48 20.32 878 3.55 
culti\'ators 
Uster 
culti\'ators N/Ill d=7.6 730d - 2200d 167.20 20.32 33.98 
Rotary hoc 11.0 N/Ill 44O+21.7s 6.79 20.32 1.38 
4. Fertilizer 
& chemical 
aEElication 
Anhydrous 

N/knife 1800 17.72 20.32 3.60 ammonia 
aEElicator 
Fertilizer. Rolling 
pesticide resistance only 
distributors 

* Units for draft are given in the third column of the table. 
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Table 3.4. Potential draft requirements of the CDFS carriage (4-row implements). 

Typical Depth Equations used to Max. Working Implement 

Operation 
field Draft(D) (d) or calculate draft draft, per width for mass, MI 

Total draft speed units bite(b) (and soil type) unit width CDFS (kg) 
(kIn/h) ~cm2 ~N/cm~ ~m~ 

(kN) 

1. Tillage 
1'.loldboard 7+0.049s2 
plows 7.0 N/cm2 d=20 !Silt~ cla~~ 188.02 

5.2+0.039s 2 
Disk plows 7.0 N/cm2 d=20 ~Decatur cla~~ 142.22 

N/bottom 21.5d 2 
Listers 6.76 !N/36cm~ d=15 !Silt~ cla~ loam~ 134.38 40.64 54.61 

Disk harrows 6.5 kg 
14.7MI 
~Clav~ 30.02* 40.64 1129 16.60 

Chisl~1 plows 520+49.2s 
& fie Id cuI tr. 7.0 N!tool d=8.26 !Loam~ 8.51 40.64 2080 3.46 

d=lO. 43.9b·o.46 

Rotary tillers 5.0 N/cm2 b=13 ~Dry silt loam~ 134.91 40.64 1089 54.83 
Disk plow 2+0.17s 
with seeder 7.0 kN/m d=7.5 (Clay) 31.90 40.64 12.96 
attachment 

175 - 280d 
SubsoJler N/shank d=46 (!\·ledium or clay 126.77 40.64 953 51.52 

loam~ 
:-'Iinor tillage 
tools 
Land planc N/m 4400 - 11600 116.00 40.64 47.1-l 
Spike tooth 
harrows N/lll 440 -730 7.30 40.64 2.97 
Spring tooth N/lll 
harrows 9.0 1460 - 2190 21.90 40.64 8.90 
Rex! weeder N/m 880 - 1830 18.30 40.64 7.M 
Roller or N/lll 
(!!cker 10.0 440 -880 8.80 40.64 3.58 
:. Seeding 
Row planters 
Seeding only 5.0 ~;row 450 - 800 800* 40.64 3.20 
Seed. 
fertilizer 7.0 Nlrow 1100 - 2000 2000* 40.64 8.00 
herbicides 
Grain drills 
Regular 6.5 N/oEcner 130 -450 17.72 40.64 1293 7.20 
Decp furrow 6.5 N/oEener 335 -670 26.38 40.64 1293 10.72 

3. Culti\'ation 
Row 
culti\'ators 5.5 Nim d=7.6 IISd - 230d 17.48 40.64 966 7.10 
Lister N/m d-7.6 730d - 2200d 167.20 40.64 67.95 
culti\'ators 
Rotary hoc 11.0 N/m 44O+21.7s 6.79 40.64 2.76 
4. Fertilizer 
& chemical 
a221ication 
Anhydrous 

N/knifc 1800 ammonia 17.72 40.64 159 7.20 
a122licator 
Fertili,cr, Rolling 
pt'sticide resistance only 
distri butors 

* llJlits for draft arc givcn in the third column of thc table. 
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Table 3.5. Potential draft requirements of the CDFS carriage (6-row implements). 

Typical Depth Equations used to Max. Working Implement 

Operation 
field Draft(D) (d) or calculate draft draft, per width for mass, MI 

Total draft speed units bite(b) (and soil type) unit width CDFS (kg) 
(kN) (km/h) ~cml ~N/cml ~ml 

J. Tillage 
~Ioldboard 7+0.049s2 
plows 7.0 N/cm2 d=20 ~Siltl: cIal:~ 188.02 

5.2+0.039s 2 

Disk plows 7.0 N/cm2 d=20 {Decatur cIal:l 142.22 
N/bouom 21.5d 2 

Listers 6.76 ~N/36cm~ d=15 ~Siltl: cIa~ loam~ 134.38 60.96 81.92 

6.5 kg 14.7M) 
Disk harrows {Cla:r:l 
Chisel plows 520+49.2s 
& field cultr. 7.0 N/tool d=8.26 (Loamk 8.51 60.96 1349 5.19 

d=lO. 43.9b-o. 
Rotary tillers 5.0 N/cm2 b=13 {Dr:r: silt loaml 134.91 
Disk plow 2+0.17s 
with seeder 7.0 kN/m d=7.5 (Clay) 31.90 60.96 19.45 
attachment 

175 - 280d 
Subsoiler N/shank d=46 (Medium or cIay 126.77 60.96 n.'22. 

loan1l 
~linor tillage 
tools 
Land plane N/m 4400 - 11600 116.00 60.96 70.71 
Spike tooth 

N/m 440 -730 harrows 7.30 60.96 4.45 
Spring tooth 1': 1m 
harrows 9.0 1460 - 2190 21.90 60.96 13.35 
Rod weeder Nim 880 - 1830 18.30 60.96 11.16 
Roller or N/m 
~lcker 10.0 440 -880 8.80 60.96 5.36 
2. Seeding 
Row planters 
Seeding only 5.0 N/row 450 -800 800* 60.96 4.80 
Seed. 
fertilizer 7.0 N/row 1100 - 2000 2000* 60.96 12.00 
herbicides 
Grain drills 
Regular 6.5 N/oEener 130 -450 17.72 60.96 10.80 
Dcepfuffow 6.5 N/oEener 335 -670 26.38 60.96 16.08 

3 Culti\'ation 
Row 
cultivators 5.5 N/m d=7.6 11Sd - 230d 17.48 60.96 1787 10.66 
Lister 
cultivators N/m d=7.6 730d - 2200d 167.20 60.96 101.93 
Rotary hoc 11.0 N/m 44O+21.7s 6.79 60.96 4.14 
4. Fertilizer 
& chemical 
aEElication 
Anhydrous 

Nlknife 1800 17.72 60.96 3.50 10.80 ammonia 
aEElicator 
Ferti lizer. Rolling 
pesticide resistance only 
distri butors 

* lillits for draft are given in the third column of the table. 
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The maximum draft was found to be about 100 kN (22482 lb), this is for a 6-row 

lister cultivator. This is a considerable value for use in choosing the cable and sheave. 

Most of the other field operations required less than 80 kN (18000 lb) pull, hence this 

value was used along with cable breaking strength to determine the factor of safety. 

Table 3.6 shows the weights and strengths of various sizes of 6 x 19 (standard hoisting) 

wire rope (Oberg et aI., 1990) considered in the design. 

Table 3.6. Weights and strengths of 6 x 19 (standard hoisting) wire rope. 

Cablc Approximate Breaking strength 

Di,lllctcr weight Impr. 'low steel Plow steel Mild plow steel 

inches nml lb;ft ko/m tons kN tons kN tons kN 

58 15.88 0.63 O.~ 16.7 148.56 14.50 128.99 12.60 112.09 

3...\ 19.05 0.90 1.34- 23.8 211.72 20.70 184.15 18.00 160.13 

78 22.23 1.23 1.83 32.2 286.45 28.00 249.09 2-4-.30 216.17 

1 25.-tO 1.60 2.38 41.8 371.85 36.40 323.81 31.60 281.11 

I 18 28.58 2.03 3.02 52.6 467.93 45.70 406.55 39.80 354.06 

I 1...\ 31.75 2.50 3.72 6-1-.6 574.68 56.20 499.96 48.80 434.12 

13 8 34.93 3.03 4.51 77.7 691.22 67.50 600.48 58.80 523.08 

Sam set (1985) states that the factor of safety is the relationship between the tension 

in the wire rope and the breaking load. He also indicates that the elastic limit in a wire 

rope is often half the breaking load. The factor of safety, therefore, should normally be 

greater than 2. Oberg et al. (1990) indicated the factor of safety for standing rope usually 

ranges from 3 to 4; for operating rope, from 5 to 12. Samset (1985) recommends factors 

of safety for winch and cable systems in forestry from 2.5 to 3.0 for fixed and live 

skylines, and 4 to 5 for running lines. Using the maximum value of draft of 80 kN 

(18000 lb), times factors of safety of 4 and 5, results in breaking strengths of 320 kN (36 
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tons) and 400 kN (45 tons), respectively. Plow steel cables having 25.4 mm (1 in.) and 

28.58 (1 1/8 in.) diameters were thus two acceptable sizes. However, as the lightest 

possible cable was preferred for the design, and since a factor of safety of 4 was 

acceptable, the cable size was chosen as 25.4 mm (1 inch) in diameter. The pull, or cable 

tension, was then limited to 80 kN (18000 Ib). 

3.3.2. CABLE SHEAVE 

Once the size of the cable was chosen, the sheave size was calculated. Sam set 

(1985) developed a table (Table 3.7) containing the desired ratio between sheave and 

cable diameter for this purpose. 

Table 3.7. The ratio between drum (sheave) and rope diameter. 

Rope construction Minimum Ratio Old 

6 x 7 42 

6 x 12 26 

6 x 19 26 

6 x 19 Seale 32 

6 x 24 Seale 26 

6 x 19 Filler 26 

6 x 31 W.S. 26 

6 x 36 W.S. 21 

Samset (1985) indicates that the values in Table 3.7 can be used for wire ropes with 

the following tensile breaking stresses: 1570 N/mm 2 (228 ksi) and 1770 N/mm 2 (257 ksi). 

Thc ratio (Old) is valid for speeds up to 1.1 mlsec (2.5 mph). At greater speeds the 

sheavc or drum diameter should be increased by 5% for each increase in speed of 0.5 

mlsec (1.12 mph). 

Since the breaking stress of a 6 x 19 seale cable is 1570 N/mm2 (228 ksi), (Samset, 

1985) Table 3.7 can be used for choosing the sheave size. For a 6 x 19 seale cable, the 
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minimum ratio (Did) is 32. Assuming the cable speed is 2.012m/sec (4.5 mph), which is 

greater than 1.1 m/sec (2.5 mph) by 0.912 m/sec (2 mph), the diameter of the sheave 

should be increased by about 10%. This indicates that the diameter should be 0.9 m (3 

ft). This is the minimum diameter for the sheave when operating the cable at a speed of 

2.012m/sec (4.5 mph). The radial pressure exerted by the cable on the sheave must also 

be kept within certain limits. Oberg et al. (1990) stated that the radial pressure of the 

cable is a function of cable tension, cable diameter, and the tread diameter of the sheave, 

and can be determined by the following equation: 

where 

P, = radial pressure in kPa, 

T= cablc tension in kN, 

2T 
P,= Dd 

f) = tread diameter of sheave or drum in meters, and 

d = cablc diameter in meters. 

(3.1) 

Oberg et al. (1990) also indicated that the recommended maximum radial pressure on 

a shea\'e from a 6 x 19 cable is 6205 kPa (900 psi). A 6 x 19 cable having a diameter of 

25.4 mm (I in.) and wound on a 0.9 m (3 ft) sheave with a pull of 44.5 kN (10000 Ib), 

would ha\'e a radial pressure of about 3830 kPa (556 psi) on the sheave, as calculated 

from Equation (3.1). This value is less than the maximum allowable radial pressure, and 

allo\\'s a safe selection of a 6 x 19 cable having a diameter of 25.4 mm (1 in.), when used 

wi th a 0.9 m (3 ft) sheave. 

The power source for the Valley linear move irrigation system is a 168 kW (225 hp) 

diesel engine. This was also the power supply for the cable drive sheave. The following 

formulae describe the relationship between engine power, or torque in the driving shaft, 
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and the speed and pull of a sheave. These were used to determine the pull associated 

with the desired cable speed, and the diameter of the cable sheave (Samset, 1985). 

\\'here 

ST = pulling force (kN), 

P = engine power (kW), 

V
_ lllrD 

- 60U 

I' = the efficiency of the winch and ropes = 75% - 85%, 

v = the line (cable) speed (m/s), 

M = driving torque (kN m), 

U = ratio for the revolution per minute between the engine and the sheave, 

J) = the diameter of a cable sheave (m), and 

II = revolutions per minute of the engine. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Calculations using Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) were processed as follows. A 

typical field speed for an implement was assumed to be 2.012 mlsec (4.5 mph). This was 

used in the sample calculation. The maximum available pull (ST) of the 168 kW (225 hp) 

engine, at a cable speed of 2.012 mlsec (4.5 mph) and for 11 = 0.80, was calculated first 

using Equation (3.2). 

168xO.8 
ST= 2.012 66.8 kN (15018Ib). 

The speed (11) of the 168 kW (225 hp) diesel engine is 1400 rpm at the maximum 

torque of 1144 Nm (844 ft-Ib), according to the Implement & Tractor (1993). The 

diameter of the cable sheave was assumed to be 0.9 m (3 ft). Equation (3.4) was then 

used to calculate the speed ratio between the engine and the sheave (U). 



linD 
v= 60U => 

1400 x nx 0.9 
2.012 = 60U => U e 33 
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Equation (3.3) was then used to compute the maximum pull and it was compared to 

the value determined from Equation (3.2). 

S _ 2 x 1144 x 33 x 0.8 => 
T- 0.9 x 1000 

ST e 67 kN (15063 Ib) 

From thcsc calculations, the maximum pull was determined to be approximately 67 kN 

(15063 Ib). 

Following thc procedure shown and by selecting various field speeds Table 3.8 was 

dc,"c10pcd. For thc calculations, howcver, engine power was limited to 110 kW (150 hp) 

sincc it also had to drive a 55 kW (73 hp) generator (section 3.3.3). As different 

implcmcnts or machines require various field speeds to obtain adequate or desired results, 

thcse also had to bc considered in the calculations. Typical field speeds for various 

tillage, planting and harvesting devices as listed in ASAE Standard, ASAE D497 (1993), 

wcrc grouped into scveral categories. These arc listed in the first column of Table 3.8. 

When substituted into Equation (3.2) the pull could be determined. These values are 

given in the second column of Table 3.8. Sheave diameters were then calculated and are 

shown in the third column of Table 3.8. Equation (3.1) was then used to calculate the 

pressure on the sheave so that is could be compared to the maximum recommended value 

of 6205 kPa (900 psi). The results of these calculations are shown in the last column of 

Tablc 3.8. 
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Table 3.8. Sheave diameter, pull and pressure associated with various field speeds. 

Ficldspeed Pull from engine Sheave diameter Pressure 
V (mls) ST(kN) D(m) P, (kPa) 

1.11 79.20 0.814 7664 

1.33 66.00 0.832 6248 

1.39 63.36 0.836 5966 

1.53 57.60 0.848 5351 

1.78 49.50 0.868 4491 

1.81 48.74 0.870 4410 

1.9-1- 45.26 0.881 4043 

2.22 39.60 0.904 3449 

2 . .50 35.20 0.927 2991 

2.78 31.68 0.949 2628 

3.06 28.80 0.972 2334 

From Table 3.8, it can be seen that sheave diameter increased as the field speed 

increased. In reality, the sheave diameter was fixed, and could not be varied. Thus the 

maximum \'alue was chosen, 0.97 m (3.18 ft). This value was used to recalculate the 

radial pressures. It was determined that most pressures were higher than the maximum 

recommended yalue. The sheave diameter was then increased to 1.5 m (5 ft) to ensure 

that the radial pressure would be less than the maximum allowable value, 6205 kPa (900 

psi). 

As stated previously, the engine produces its maximum torque at a speed of 1400 

rpm. This speed is constant. By changing the reduction gear ratio the pull and cable 

speed could be varied. Since the field speeds did not significantly increase from line to 

line in Table 3.8, several were grouped together so as to minimize the number of gear 

ratios required. Table 3.9 shows the three groups of gear ratios, the pull, cable speeds 

and radial sheave pressures associated with each, and the typical field speeds. 
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Table 3.9. Reduction gear ratios associated with various pulls, radial sheave pressures, 

and operating speeds. 

Gear ratio Engine speed Pull Pressure Cable speed Typical field speed 
U 11 (rpm) ST(kN) P, (kPa) V (m/s) V (m/s) 

76 1400 78.17 4103 1.13 1.11 

76 1400 78.17 4103 1.13 1.33 

76 1400 78.17 4103 1.13 1.39 

76 1400 78.17 4103 1.13 1.53 

50 1400 51.43 2700 1.71 1.78 

50 1400 51.43 2700 1.71 1.81 

50 1400 51.43 2700 1.71 1.94 

33 1400 33.94 1781 2.59 ') ..,.., _._-
33 1400 33.94 1781 2.59 1.50 

33 1400 33.94 1782 2.59 2.78 

33 1400 33.94 1781 2.59 3.06 

In practice, before commencing a field operation, one would determine the desired 

field speed, then set the cable speed to one of the three values available. For example, if 

onc intended to operate a 1-ro\\' rotary tiller at a speed of approximately 5.0 km/h or 1.4 

m/sct: (4.6 ft/sec) the second gear ratio would be used. However the pull would also have 

to be sufficient to provide the required draft. From Table 3.3, the draft required for a 2-

ro\\' rotary tiller is 27.41 kN (6161Ib). Therefore in this instance, the pull listed in Table 

3.9,51.43 kN (11563 Ib), would be sufficient. 

Comparison of the draft forces in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 to the pulls available as 

listed in Table 3.9, showed that implement choices for the carriage system had to be 

limited. That is, based on the maximum available pull, all of the 1- and 4-ro\\' 

implements shown with draft forces in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 could be used. However, 6-

ro\\' implements having draft forces greater than or approximately equal to the maximum 
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available pull could not be used in the carriage system. Therefore, listers, subsoilers, and 

lister cultivators were excluded from use in the carriage system (Table 3.5). 

As mentioned in section 3.1, the cable needed to pass around the outside of the linear 

move, and one drive sheave and three pulleys were required. The locations of the pulleys 

and sheave are shown in Figure 3.6. The size of each pulley was set the same as the drive 

sheave to accomodate the high tension requirements. 

572.7ft \ \~ _________ "h~1 

\ \ -
Pulley -~~_--1-_)_ 

Cable 

Last tower Power 

35.0ft 
1!tCi::-__ .::_as~m_b_I)_' ______ -\ \-______ ~a_nt __ 

Irrigation pipe line 

Cable 
Pulley Drive 

sheave --~tIIJ-

Figure 3.6. Top view showing the locations of the cable drive sheave and pulleys. 

The cable drive sheave should be located as close to the engine as possible to reduce 

power transmission distance. The sheave, however, cannot be coupled directly to the 

engine because the distance between the two longitudinal cables is 12.2 m (40 ft) which 

is greater than the length of the power plant, 6.6 m (21.8 ft). To solve this problem a belt 

driven gear box. which has the gear ratios shown in Table 3.9, was selected for 

installation beside the generator. This would be driven by modifying the pUlley 

arrangement which connects the engine and generator. From the gear box a power shaft 

with universal joints could be used to deliver the power to a second gear box which 

changes the direction of rotation from horizontal to vertical. The distance from the output 
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of the gear box closest to the engine to the sheave gear box was estimated to be 1.8 m (6 

ft). 

The total length of cable used in the CDFS was estimated at 375 m (1231 ft). This 

resulted in a total weight of 894 kg (1970 Ib) being added to the system, considering a 

unit weight of ~.38 kg 1m (1.6Ib/ft) for the cable. From this value the weight distributed 

on the tires was recalculated (Appendix A). These weights, which now included the 

distributed cable weight are 868 kg (l914Ib), 1277 kg (2815Ib), 1202 kg (~650 Ib), 1110 

kg (~448 Ib) and 581 kg (l~81 Ib) for power unit and other towers, respectively. Thesc 

values were compared with those given in Table 3.2 and were found to be below the 

maximum load limit allowed. 

3.3.3. ELECTRIC POWER FOR THE CARRIAGE SYSTEM 

A power source on the carrier was required to raise or lower implements hitched to 

the carrier as wcll as to powcr PTO-driven implements, such as a rotary tiller. An engine 

would require a large space on the carrier and significantly increase thc weight. thus an 

electric motor was selected to supply both the PTO power and the power for other 

operations. 

Drawbar horsepower required to pull a tillage implement is calculated using the 

following formula (Buckingham, 1984): 

D b kil 
Draft (kN) x speed (km/h) 

raw ar . owatts = 3.6 (3.5) 

The draft of a two-row rotary tiller, as shown in Table 3.~, is 27.41 kN (616~ Ib). The 

speed of operation is 5 km/h (3 mph), thus, the draw bar power required is 

27.41 x 5 
3.6 = 38 kW (or 51 hp). 

Generally. a draw bar power is approximately equal to 85 percent of PTO power. since 

there are traction losses for a tractor (Buckingham, 1984). Thus, in this case 
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Approximate PTO power = 38/0.85 = 45 kW (or 60 hp). 

That is, a tiller operated at 5 km/h (3 mph) and having draft force of 27.41 kN (6162 

Ib) would require a tractor with approximately 45 kW (60 hp) PTO power. Assuming the 

traction losses were zero, since a cable was used to move the implement down the field, 

thc minimum PTO power required for the carrier would be 38 kW (51 hp). However, 

heavicr soils, a faster operating speed, or greater operating depth would require more 

power for the same size of machine. In addition, the power unit on the carrier would also 

need to supply the power for the hydraulic pumps, etc. For a four-row rotary tiller the 

draft required is 54.83 kN (12327 lb), and drawbar power is about 76 kW (102 hp). In 

this case a 93 kW (125 hp) motor could be required. This motor would be large and very 

hea\s; thereforc a four-row rotary tillage operation was not considered practical for the 

system. Thus, the size of powcr unit required on the carrier was set at 45 kW (60 hp). 

Because a two-row cotton picker requires 19 kW (25 hp) of rota!)' power (ASAE 

0497, 1993), this size of motor was also sufficient for harvesting this crop. Hcnce a 45 

kW (60 hp), three-phase AC electric motor turning at 1760 rpm, using 60 HZ, 230/460 V 

power, was chosen for the system. The weight of such a motor is about 295 kg (650 Ib). 

Thc generator on the linear move was not able to supply sufficient power for the 45 

kW (60 hp) electric motor, therefore a larger generator was needed. The minimum size 

required was about 55 kW (73 hp), based on the technical data of the Wacker # G 60T 

generator (Mining and Construction Suppliers, 1994), The 168 kW (225 hp) engine was 

sufficient to power the generator. The power loss from the generator, electric lines and 

electric motor was estimated to be 18%, based on the efficiencies of 0.91,0.98, and 0.92, 

respectivc1y. 

The wcight of the power plant assembly would increase by about 227 kg (500 lb) by 

replacing the generator. This weight was considered to be equally distributed on the four 

tires of the power plant assembly, that is each tire carried an additional 57 kg (125 Ib). 
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This resulted in a total weight on each wheel of 922 kg (2032 Ib). Comparing this value 

to those in Table 3.1 shows that this weight is below the safe limit for this type of tire. 

3.3.4. TROLLEY 

A means to transfer the electric power from the generator to the motor was 

considered. A trolley (Figure 3.7) concept was studied to see if it could be adapted for 

the system. A trolley is defined as "a device that collects electric current from an 

underground conductor, an overhead wire, or a third rail and transmits it to the motor of 

an electric vehicle" (American Heritage Dictionary, 1993). The trolley was assumed to 

be attached to the carrier, and was selected to transmit the electric current from the power 

wire which ran along the rail and which received current from generator. 

Trolley base 

Figure 3.7. Trolley car in operation. 
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Houston and Kennelly (1896) indicated that "It is necessary not only to support the 

wire rigidly and to insulate it from the span wire, but also to employ devices for this 

purpose that shall be as small and light as possible." Span wires are support wires that 

attach to the poles and support the trolley wire. The simplest way to support a trolley 

wire from a span wire is by means of a so called trolley ear or insulator as named by 

Houston and Kennelly (1896). Examples of trolley ears and suspension systems are 

shown in Figure 3.8. 

(automatic ear) 

Figure 3.8. Examples of cable ears and suspensions. 

The left part of Figure 3.8 shows one form of a trolley ear or insulator, the 

suspension, and the insulator. Houston and Kennelly (1896) have indicated that e-e, 

shown in Figure 3.8, is a metal casting called the ear. It is furnished with a narrow edge 

s-s, having tips which are bent over and soldered to the trolley wire which lies in a groove 

extending under the entire length of the ear. Above the ear is the body of the suspension 

unit, shown as f-f in Figure 3.8, which has two flanges at its extremities. The suspension 

span wire lies in these flanges, and wraps around the head of the insulator. The insulator 

is made in two parts, A and B, shown separately in the upper left corner. A is an 

insulating cap, and B is an insulating cone. These two parts are screwed together and 

grip the body of the suspension unit between them. Instead of soldering the wire ends 
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into a splicing ear, they may be clamped in a device called an automatic ear which is 

shown in the right half of Figure 3.8. The two wires are laid in the jaws of the clamp at 

C-C, the jaws are then pressed together and secured by a bolt. 

To use traditional trolley wire supports in the CDFS system would be difficult since it 

would not be easy to mount all of the wires needed for 3-phase AC current under the 

guide rail. Thus a newer trolley approach (Riley, 1994) was studied. This approach, 

when applied to the carriage system, was considered more suitable. 

Riley (1994) noted that for today's factory the best approach to keep products moving 

from cell to cell, is a monorail and individual trolley cars. This type of system is called 

an automated, electrified monorail. The cars can transport a wide variety of materials, 

from tons of steel to airport luggage. When a trolley car fails, it can be moved to a siding 

and repaired while production continues. Figure 3.9 shows a picture of a trolley system 

at Chicago's O'Hare airport. This automated electrified trolley is made by Jervis B. 

Webb Co., Farmington Hills, Mich. A depiction of this approach is shown in Figure 

3.10. 

Figure 3.9. Monorail with individual trolley cars. (Source: Machine Design,l994) 
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I-beam conductor bars 

Tail wheel stabilizes 

Power phase 2 

Power phase 3 
trolley 

Control rail 4 
control common 
Control rail 3 

Control rail 2 

Brushes contact bus 
bars through slit in 
p~otective sheath 

~t-III<'-- Absolute location marker 

=+-+--- Absolute location sensor 
Sensors locate trolley in a zone 

Incremental position sensor 
Queue detector prevents 

trolley collisions 

Carrier supports trolley payload 

Incremental positioning marker 

Figure 3.10. Trolleys with their relative components. (Source: Machine Design, 1994) 

The monorail I-beam shown in Figure 3.10 is usually made of aluminum, while the 

bus bars are copper and are protected by an insulating sheath (Riley, 1994). Brushes 

make electrical contact with the bus bars through a slit in the sheath. Riley indicated that 

the top four conductor bars are usually assigned to 230/460 V lac power, and the bottom 

bars are assigned to control signals. Brushes gliding on the rails pick up the signals that 

command the trolley to move or stop. 

The control signals used for the ac or dc motors in the drives of the automated 

electriried monorail are normally analog. Analog control signals are particularly 
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sensitive to electrical transients commonly found on a factory floor (Riley, 1994). For 

example, a variable-frequency drive should not be connected directly to a control signal 

rail unless the inputs are optically isolated and filtered. Riley stated that if the input lines 

are not filtered, random noise signals picked up could cause a trolley to move 

unexpectedly. 

Riley also mentioned the common practice of limiting single-ended, voltage-reference 

analog signals to runs of less than 6 m (20 ft) between sensors, actuators, and controllers 

to minimize noise pickup. He also pointed out that the signal wires must be shielded and 

isolated from other wiring for even short runs. Runs longer than 6 m (20 ft) are typically 

put on serial current loops. 

To avoid picking up stray signals, the rail for the CDFS was designed with only 

power bus bars. The controllers were set on the carrier frame instead of at the power 

plant, thus the actions required on the carrier could be controlled within the carrier frame 

and control wires could be kept to a minimum. Figure 3.11 shows the conductors on the 

rail, and the brushes on the carrier. 

To support 
components 

Pl: Power phase 1 
P2: Power phase 2 
P3: Power phase 3 
G : Ground 

Brushes contact bus bars through 
slit in protective sheath 

To carrier 
frame 

Figure 3.11. Electrical power connection between the carrier and the guide rail. 
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3.4. MONORAIL DESIGN 

A monorail was required to guide the carrier, and to provide a support for the electric 

power lines. It was suspended around the outside of the linear move using a series of 

tubing and cable assemblies. When the CDFS moves, the pipe, and hence monorail, is 

not aligned in a straight line all the time, thus the rail could not be a rigid frame. To solve 

this problem, the rail was separated into lengths similar to the linear move sections and 

connected to one another using pivoted joints (Figure 3.12). This avoided twisting of the 

rail as the CDFS indexed. Once the CDFS stopped in each position, the rail again formed 

a straight line. 

linear move pivot joint irrigation pipe 

( rail 
cross
section) 

ri1 

rail supports 
to the rail 

tower 
assembly 

1.63 m 
64 in.) 

rail pivot joint / This end was rigidly attached 

r--------~~ to the tower. 

rail J t: rail I 
Figure 3.12. Rails, pivot joints, and the supporting tower assembly. 

To minimize the weight of the CDFS, the rail needed to be as light as possible. The 

only force on the rail of concern was a side force, or guiding force, which arose from the 

guide wheels attached to the carrier frame as the rail was designed not to carry any 

\'ertical loads. In order to support the largest side force possible, the I-beam was rotated 

as shown in the cross section in Figure 3.12. 

The distance between rails across the width of the linear move was set at 12.19 m (40 

ft). since this distance was considered adequate for the CDFS to index using three 
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different widths of implements, i.e., 2-, 4-, and 6-row implements. Three possible 

indexing patterns for the CDFS are shown in Figure 3.13. 

Indexing 
direction----,;~ 4-rows 6-rows 

t t 3rd 
7th 15t 2"<1 

Ordinal positions for the center of the CDFS at indexing 

Figure 3.13. Indexing patterns for 2-, 4-, and 6-row implements. 

Different shading patterns in Figure 3.13 represent different paths of an implement 

during indexing. The narrower the implement width, the more indexing sequences are 

required for the CDFS. 

The longitudinal length of the rail, which is parallel to the irrigation pipe, was 

determined by matching the length of the pipes for each section. This arrangement 

allowed the pivot joint to function as shown in Figure 3.12 as the CDFS indexed. Thus, 

the total length of one side rail was about 162 m (533 ft). There were four equal radii at 

the comers of the rail. The turning radius, 2.65 m (8.68 ft), was determined from the 

design of the steering assembly on the earrier (chapter 4). Adding the lengths of two 

longitudinal sides and two ends resulted in the total length of rail material required of 345 

m (1131 ft). 
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A steel wide-flange, W 6 x 9, was used as the material for the monorail. Based on the 

Manual of Steel Construction (1986), this I -beam weighs 6 kg/m (9 Ib/ft). The 

dimensions are shown in Figure 3.14. 

y 

~f 

d X ---ttIf--- X 

y 

bf = 101.6 mm (4 in.) 

d = 149.2 mm (5 7/8 in.) 

~ = 1.875 mm (3/ 16 in.) 

tl\' = 1.875 mm (3/ 16 in.) 

Figure 3.14. Dimensions of the wide-flange I-beam used as the guide rail in the CDFS. 

The rail supports were made from steel tubing and cable (Figure 3.15). The unit 

weights for the 2 x 2 x 3/16 steel tubing and 25.4-mm (I-inch) diameter cable were found 

to be 6.43 kg/m (4.32Ib/ft) and 2.38 kg/m (1.6Ib/ft), respectively. The complete weight 

calculations are shown in Appendix A. Adding the weight of the rail and its supports to 

the previously calculated values yielded total weights on each tire from power plant to the 

last tower of 1008 kg (2223 Ib), 1984 kg (4375Ib), 1977 kg (4359Ib), 1963 kg (4327 Ib) 

and 990 kg (2183 Ib), respectively. 



41.5 45 
39~211 

Lengths of support cable varied from truss to truss, and are shown in Appendix A. 

Lengths of the support tubing on each tower assembly are 5.76, 16. I and 17.34 ft 
from the bottom to the top, noted as 0, e, and e. 

Figure 3.15. The rail supports. (All units are in feet) 
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Comparing these loads to the tire information listed in Table 3.2, all were found to be 

within safe limits, if the inflation pressure of each tire was increased to 262 kPa (38 psi). 

Thus the tires on the first three towers thus supported very heavy loads when irrigating. 

A free-rolling tire could be installed between the two tires on each of these tower 

assemblies to help distribute the weight if desired. The size of this wheel could be the 

same as the others, and hence use readily available linear move components. 
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3.5. CARRIER DESIGN 

To carry implements, the power source, and other devices required for the field 

operations, a multiple-use carrier was needed. As the carrier was to be pulled by an 

endless cable, an automatic grip for connecting and releasing the carrier to the cable was 

one of the main design requirements. In addition, the carrier frame had to have a three

point hitch assembly, and carry an electric motor and other auxiliary devices such as 

hydraulic motors needed to operate field machines. Each of these components and their 

design is discussed in the following sections. 

3.5.1. CABLE GRIP 

There are two major means of cable transportation: 1) traveling back and forth, and 2) 

circulating. The grips for either type are fixed or friction grips (Wallis-Tayler, 1911; 

Sam set, 1985). A friction type system, called Ceretti and Tanfani's system (Wallis

Tayler, 1911), is shown in Figure 3.16. The grip is operated by the weight of the carrier 

acting on the jaws through a wedge which is arranged so as to slide within the frame. A 

roller with special rails mounted at the termini cause the wedge to rise and release the 

jaws from the cablc. The advantages claimed for this type of grip are that it is simple and 

inexpensive, coupling and uncoupling are automatic, and there is minimum of shock. 

Wallis-Tayler (1911) also indicated that "When the coupling is closed the gripping strain 

remains constant for the whole of the run, no matter what the gradient." Another 

ad\'antage of this type of grip is that it can be used to grip cables of different dimensions 

without any special adjustment, thus allowing use with cables of varying sizes on the 

same installation. 



wedge 
with 
inclined 
surfaces 
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Figure 3.16. Friction grip or coupling. (Redrawn from Aerial or Wire Rope-Ways, 1911) 

The CDFS carrier is designed to be pulled by an endless cable which travels around 

the linear move as discussed in section 3.1. An automatic grip is required to release the 

cable as the carrier reaches the headlands and prepares to tum into the next path. Also, an 

automatic grip is needed to grab the cable again as the carrier arrives at the next working 

path. The device has to be simple in construction, certain in its action, and producing as 

little cable wear as possible. A grip for the CDFS carrier was designed based on the 

friction grip described previously. Figure 3.17 shows the modified grip with supporting 

components. 



to hydraulic cylinder ~ 
track 

Figure 3.17. Cable grip for the CDFS carrier. 

fixed on the 
carrier frame 
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Two small tracks supported the jaws. They allowed thc jaws to slide back and forth 

and uncouple and couplc the cable as the inclined wedge moved upward and downward. 

Adding weight to move thc wedge would not be an appropriate means to accomplish this 

becausc thc weight of the carrier was to be as light as possible. Instead a hydraulic 

cylindcr was sclected to push and pull the wedge up and down, and hence release or grip 

thc cablc. 

As the carricr turned under the cable at the headland, this horizontal design would not 

bc ablc to pass under the cable. The jaw located on the outside of the cable Uaw A in 

Figure 3.17) would contact it as the carrier turned. This is because the height of the jaw 

is always greater than that of the cablc. Thus the horizontal grip was changed to a 

vcrtical grip (Figure 3.18). The front jaw 1, or jaw A in Figure 3.18, would then be able to 

pass underneath the cable when the carrier turned at the headland. 

1 The front or rear jaw was narned based on the position on the carrier, such as a front wheel or rear wheel. 
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) 
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Figure 3.18. Vertical grip design used on the CDFS carrier. 
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To determine how much force was required to grip the cable without slip occurring, 

the coefficient of friction between the cable and grip was calculated. Oberg et al. (1990) 

stated that the relationship between friction force and normal force is given by the 

coefficient of friction. Thus: 

where 

F = the force of friction, kN 

11 = coefficient of friction 

N = the normal force, kN. 

F 
F = 11 x N, and 11 = N (3.6) 
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Typically, the steel-on-steel static coefficient of friction is 0.8, unlubricated, and this 

value drops to 0.4 when sliding has initiated; with oil lubrication, the value drops from 

0.16 to 0.03 (Oberg et aI., 1990). Sinee the maximum pull on the cable was 

approximately 80 kN (18000 lb), and by using Equation (3.6), the normal force could be 

calculated as follows: 

80 = 0.8 x N, or N = 100 kN (22482Ib). 

Friction forces would exist between the inclined surfaces on the wedge, as well as 

between the jaws and the track. Since the weight of each jaw was estimated to be 3.85 kg 

(8.5lb), the friction force due to its weight would be small, 30 N (6.8Ib). This force does 

not change the required force significantly. However, the binding forces need to be 

considered just prior to the time that the jaws completely couple to, or uncouple from, the 

cable. That is, the friction forces between the jaws and the track due to the cable pull 

needed to be overcome by the cylinder acting through the wedge which slides the jaws. 

Assuming the pull is constant, this binding force would not exceed 100 kN (22482 lb). 

As there arc two grips, one at the front and one at the rear of the carrier, each is required 

to supply a minimum force of 50 kN (l12411b) when coupling and uncoupling. Then for 

each grip, a hydraulic cylinder having a bore of 101.6 mm (4 in.), a rod diameter of 50.8 

mm (2 in.) and a maximum operating pressure of 13790 kPa (2000 psi) was considered 

sufficient to provide the forces to move the wedge. 

3.5.2. FRAME DESIGN 

As discussed in previous sections, the carrier frame was designed to carry an electric 

motor for use as the power source to drive auxiliary devices such as hydraulic pumps, as 

well as the PTO. To operate various hydraulic cylinders and motors, a hydraulic system 

was required. A hydraulic tank and various control valves were used to direct the 

hydraulic oil to the cylinders which operated the cable grips, to the front wheel drive and 
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steering assembly, and to raise and lower implements. The sequence of actions used in 

this process are described in chapter 5. Two pumps were selected for the system. One 

operates at a maximum pressure of 13790 kPa (2000 psi) and is used to operate the cable 

grips and to raise and lower implements. The other operates at a maximum pressure of 

20685 kPa (3000 psi) and is used to operate the steering and driving components. 

The carrier frame design was based on the three-point hitch requirements, and the 

equipment sizes intended for use with it. The dimensions for the category II three-point 

hitch were taken from ASAE Standard D497 (1993), and using a John Deere 4230 

tractor. The horizontal distance between the t\VO lower link points was measured as 

457.2 mm (18 in.) from the John Deere 4230 tractor. This distance was considered to be 

the minimum width for the carrier frame. The minimum horizontal distance between the 

lift link points was measured at 558.8 mm (22 in.) from John Deere 4230 tractor, from 

center to center2. Hence, the width of the carrier frame was set to 558.8 mm (22 in.). 

The widths of the electric motor, two hydraulic motors, a PTO gear box, and a hydraulic 

tank were also taken into account in determining the width of the carrier. The 

approximate location of these devices within the carrier frame are shown in Figure 3.19. 

Since one hydraulic pump was estimated to need a space approximately 254 mm wide 

x 18 mm high x 356 mm long (10 in. x 7 in. x 14 in.), two of them required a clearance 

of 508 mm (20 in.) in width. A width of 305 mm (12 in.) for the PTO gear box was 

considered to be sufficient. These three devices were set side by side to facilitate being 

dri\'cn by the electric motor. This resulted in a total width of 813 mm (32 in.). The 

dimensions of a 56 kW (75 hp) AC electric motor are approximately 615 mm wide x 470 

mm high x 768 mm deep ( 24-3/16 in x 18-112 in x 30-114 in), facing the driving shaft. 

Thus the 813 mm (32 in.) width of the carrier is sufficient for the electric motor as well. 

2 The dimensions used to describe the carrier frame in this section are measured from center to center 
unless otherwise noticed. 
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Figure 3.19. Location of the components and three-point hitch link points on 

the CDFS carrier frame. 
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The minimum clearance of the lower hitch point is 457.2 mm (18 in.), based on 

ASAE D497 (Hahn, 1993). The clearance of the lower link point on the John Deere 4230 

tractor was measured at 533.4 mm (21 in.). This clearance was used for the carrier frame. 

The distance from the lower link point to the upper link point was measured at 393.7 mm 

(15.5 in.) and included the vertical distance from the PTO shaft center to the upper link 

center, 266.7 mm (10.5 in.). Thus the upper link point was set at 927.1 mm (36.5 in.) 

above the soil surface. 
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Since the cable was to provide the draft force, it needed to be as low and as close to 

the center of the three-point hitch as possible. However, the cable also had to sit above 

the carrier frame to accommodate the peri metrical action since it had to pass under the 

cable at each end of the CDFS. The height of the cable was set at 96.52 cm (38 in.). The 

clearance under the rail was 1.63 m (64 in.) as detennined from the height of the lower 

bolt position (attachment point) on the tower assembly (Figure 3.12). If the clearance of 

the top center of carrier was 927.1 mm (36.5 in.), the guide wheels would require 

supports having a length of 749.3 mm (29.5 in.), as measured from top of the frame to the 

center of the rail. This distance would cause large bending stresses in the supports as a 

guide force was applied to them. To overcome this problem, as well as to have more 

space to install other components such as the cable grips and a control box, an upper 

frame was added to the carrier. The height of this upper frame was set at 457.2 mm (18 

in.), as measured from the upper link point. Thus the carrier frame included two parts 

(Figure 3.19): the upper frame having a height of 457.2 mm (18 in.), and the lower frame 

having a height of 394 mm (15.5 in.). This gave a net clearance of 241.3 mm (9.5 in.) 

between the top of carrier frame and the guide rail. This design configuration allowed the 

trolley and guide wheels to be attached to the top of the frame, and minimized the length 

of their support members. The upper frame was only half as wide as the lower frame, 

since the carrier had to pass under the cable on the headland. This allowed the cable to sit 

on the outside of the top section of frame and then move away from the cable as it began 

a tum. 

The length of the carrier frame was set at 1778 mm (70 in.). This was sufficient for 

the pumps, a motor and a hydraulic oil tank. The hydraulic tank size was set at 609.6 mm 

(24 in.) wide x 254 mm (10 in.) high x 457.2 mm (18 in.) long, with a wall thickness of 

1.27 mm (0.05 in.). This tank could hold approximately 69.8 L( 18.5 Gal) of oil and was 

considered to be sufficient for the carrier hydraulic system. 
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The rail was designed to be used only for guidance purposes, and the cable was to 

supply the pull. They were not to take any vertical loads, thus the carrier required an 

additional means of support. Two pairs of wheels were used for this. The sizes of the 

wheels were chosen as the type normally used for steering and as implement gage wheels. 

Since the total weight of the carrier was estimated to be 1134 kg (2500 lb), these wheels 

were able to carry the applied loads. The wheel tread width was set at 2 m (80 in.). This 

allowed the wheels to travel in the furrows, without damaging the crop. The axle 

c\carancc was set at 927.1 mm (36.5 in.) which was the same height as the top of lowcr 

carricr frame assembly. Figure 3.20 shows the position of the wheels on the carrier. 

carrier 
frame 

Figure 3.20. Four supporting wheels on the carrier frame. 
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3.5.3. SOIL-TIRE FORCES ACTING ON THE CARRIER 

Since there are four wheels on the carrier which support its weight and steer it on the 

headland, the soil-tire forces acting on them needed to be considered. During field 

operations these four wheels act as free rolling wheels, and only rolling resistance acts on 

them. On the headland, however, the front wheels are driving wheels, thus the traction 

forces needed to be determined. 

Several symbols were used in the soil-tire analysis. Those symbols, their definitions 

and units are listed in Table 3.10. 

Table 3.10. Symbols, their definition and units used in the soil-tire force analysis. 

Symbol Definition Units3 

A ground contact area of wheels in2 

b tire width In 

c cohesion of soil Ib/in2 

k e cohesive modulus of sinkage lb/inn+l 

k '</I friction modulus of sinkage Ib/inn+2 

Me soil moisture content o/c 

n exponent of sinkage -
Nr, N q Nc Ter.mghi 's bearing capacity factors -

Rh bulldozing resistance lb 

Rc motion or rolling resistance lb 

R tot resultant resistance (Rb + Rc) lb 

4J maximum sinkage of a tire In 

<I' angle of internal shear resistance of soil degrees 

Bekker (1969) indicated that it is often useful to assume a set of average and/or 

extreme soil values (expressed in terms of ke, kcp, n, c, q,) in the evaluation of terrain-

3Since some numbers used in the analyses were obtained from the original sources and were given in Inch
Pound units. and most of the work for this design used Inch-Pound units. the calculations in this section are 
shown in Inch-Pound unil'!. 
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vehicle systems. To this end, he collected 41 sets of soil values from different areas such 

as Michigan, Mississippi, Maryland, and Thailand. Since there were 11 sets of data 

without moisture content, or were for a super saturated condition, only 30 were used in 

the analysis. These are listed in Table 3.11. 

Table 3.11. Soil parameters for various soil types and moisture contents. 

Sct ~1C k kc n c cp Soiltype/Location 
(%) 

cp 
(lb/in 2

) (degree) (lb/inn+2 ) (lb/inIH-l ) 

1 13 7.0 5.0 0.80 1.00 29 ,., 11 6.0 11.0 0.90 0.70 20 Sandy Loam, Michigan 

3 23 20.0 5.0 0.70 1.60 25 (Strong, Buchele) 

4 23 27.0 15.0 0.40 1.40 35 
5 21 38.0 14.0 0.40 2.50 22 
6 32 1.2 0.7 0.50 0.75 11 
7 31 1.2 1.5 0.40 0.80 15 
8 30 0.1 7.5 0040 0.90 23 Sandy Loam, Maryland 

9 29 2.7 1.6 0.60 2.10 26 (Hanamoto) 

10 26 6.8 5.3 0.30 2.00 22 
II 0 3.9 0.1 1.10 0.15 28 Dry Sand (Land Locomotion Lab, LLL) 

12 15 16.8 2.3 0.70 0.25 29 Sandy Loam (LLL) 

13 45 13.0 14.0 0.30 0.80 17 
14 47 8.0 24.0 0.60 1.10 14 
14a 38 16.0 12.0 0.50 0.60 13 
15 185 3.0 3.0 1.00 0.50 11 Clayey soil (fbailand) 

16 55 5.0 7.0 1.00 0.00 11 
17 55 14.0 7.0 0.70 0.30 10 
18 43 4.0 22.0 0.90 0.26 10 
19 25 140 45.0 0.13 10.0 34 
20 30 65.0 25.0 0.12 7.00 22 Heavy Clay (Waterways 

21 35 30.0 14.0 0.13 5.00 14 Experimcnt Station., WES) ,.,,., 40 10.0 7.0 0.11 3.00 6 --
23 22 120 45.0 0.20 10.0 20 
24 24 80.0 30.0 0.17 7.00 18 
25 26 45.0 20.0 0.17 5.00 15 
26 28 30.0 10.0 0.16 4.00 12 Lean Gay (WES) 

27 30 20.0 8.0 0.16 2.50 11 
28 32 10.0 5.0 0.15 2.00 11 
29 ,.,,., 3.0 7.0 0.20 0.20 38 Sandy Loam (LLL) --

(Source: Bekker, 1969.) 
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Bekker compared the relationships between c and cj>, cj> and n, kcp and n, and kc and n 

for various soils. He concluded that strong soils show large moduli of deformation (kc 

and ktJl) associated with a decrease in the exponent of deformation n, and that low n-

values are associated with highly cohesive wet clays and saturated sandy soils, while high 

n-\·alues are associated with dry sandy soils. 

Using Bekker's concept, and the data provided in Table 3.11, it was decided that soil 

types for this dissertation could be divided into two sets: soft soils and hard soils. That is, 

strong soils are hard soils, while the others are soft soils. To be consistent with later 

analyses, the maximum sinkage under various load cases was also considered. As Bekker 

did not give a range of the values for the moduli of deformation (kc and kcp) which he 

considered to be strong, it is difficult to tell which soil is hard, or which is soft, directly 

from Table 3.11. One also cannot determine the difference between the soft and hard 

soils based only on the maximum sinkage values. For example, when the carrier is 

carrying a heavier load it might have significant sinkage on the "hard" soils, even though 

these have large values of ~ and ktJl. Therefore, the soil types were defined only after 

checking both the sinkage and the moduli of deformation values. 

Another soil property required for the calculations was bulk density. A general range 

of soil bulk densities (Ys) is provided by Post (1981). Since there are many variables 

which affect soil bulk density such as moisture content, average values were chosen for 

this work. These values were 1.47 g/cm3 (0.053 Ib/in3) for sand, and 1.52 g/cm 3 (0.055 

Ib/in3
) for clay. 

The rolling and bulldozing resistances produced when a tire rolls on various soils 

were calculated by referring to Wong (1978), Yang et al. (1984) and Wong (1989). The 

bulldozing resistance (Rb) was obtained by using Equation (3.7). 

Rb= b( cZokpc + 0.520 2Yskpr) (3.7) 
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where 

kpc= (Nc - tan «j»cos 2«j>. and kpr= (2N/tan«j>+ 1)cos2«j>. 

In soft terrain or loose soils, local shear failure in front of a wheel or track may be 

assumed, and bulldozing resistance may be estimated using the following equation: 

where 

kpc' = (Nc' - tan «j>')cos2«j>' , 

kpr'= (2Nr'/tan«j>' + 1 )cos 2«j>', and 
") 

tan«j>'= ~tan«j>. 

(3.8) 

The "alues for Nc' Nc', Nf' and Nr' used in this study were determined by interpolating 

figure 2. 19 in the book Theory of Ground Vehicles by Wong (1978). The values for kpc' 

kpr' Ro' kpc', kp/ and Rb' were obtained for both hard and soft soils as shown in the 

following section. 

In order to determine whether a tire is operating in the rigid or elastic mode, and 

hence to perform the appropriate analysis, the critical pressure (P a) is needed. This then 

must be compared with Pg which equals the total load (carrier load plus tire mass) on the 

ground divided by the gross contact area of a tire. P a can be determined from: 

P = W(n+l) x 1 , (3.9) 
cr b[3W/(3-n)b(kc/b+4)V01 1/(2n+l) ~D-[3W/(3-n)b(kc/b+K<p)V012/(2n+l) 

where 

W = total load on the ground (Ib), 

D = overall diameter for a tire (in.), 

In addition to these values, the sinkage (Zo) and the rolling resistance (Rc) for the tire had 

to be determined using the appropriate equations. Two cases for the analysis were 

considered; these are shown in the following: 
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1) If P g was greater than P a' then the tire was assumed to be operating in a rigid 

mode. This sinkage (Zo) and the rolling resistance (Rc) were determined using 

'7 _ [ 3W ]2/(2n+l) 
L..o - b(3-n)(kc/b+~)Vi5 ' 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

2) If Pg was less than Pa , then the tire was assumed to be operating in the elastic 

mode. The equation for the sinkage in this case is 

'7 - ( Pg ~lIn 
L..o - kc/b+~' , (3.12) 

while Rc could be calculated using either Equation (3.11) or 

b(P )(n+l)/n 
Rc = (n+l)(l2c/b+~)Iin . (3.13) 

T,,·o pairs of tires were used to support the weight of the carrier. They were free-

rolling tires when the carrier was working in the field. On the headland, the front pair 

\\'as used to steer and drive the carrier. Two 7.5-16 SL tires were used for the front pair, 

and t\\'o 7.6-15 SL tires were used for the rear, or non-driving pair. When the carrier was 

transporting the heaviest implement a weight of 2721 kg (6000 lb) was assumed to be 

acting on the four tires. This value was used in the analysis. Each tire was then required 

to support about 680 kg (1500 lb). This was within the load limits, 703 kg (1550 lb) at a 

inflation pressure of 276 kPa (40 psi) and 798 kg (1760 lb) at a inflation pressure of 221 

kPa (32 psi) for the front and rear tires, respectively. 

Tables 3.12 and 3.13 were generated using the appropriate equation in each case. The 

total resistance (RIot), which is the sum of bulldozing resistance (R b) and rolling 

resistance (Rc) for the transport tires, is also presented in these tables. 
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Table 3.12. Soil resistances and pertinent soil information for one support tire. 
(for the steering pair) 

~v!c k c n c 

13 7.0 5.0 0.80 1.00 

11 6.0 11.0 0.90 0.70 

23 27.0 15.0 0.40 1.40 

23 20.0 5.0 0.70 1.60 

21 38.0 14.0 0.40 2.50 

o 3.9 0.1 1.10 0.15 

15 16.8 2.3 0.70 0.25 

45 13.0 14.0 0.30 0.80 

47 8.0 24.0 0.60 1.10 

43 4.0 22.0 0.90 0.26 

5.0 7.0 1.00 0 

3g 16.0 12.0 0.50 0.60 

55 14.0 7.0 0.70 0.30 

35 30.n 14.0 0.13 5.00 

3D 65.0 25.0 0.12 7.00 

~ 

(deg
ree) 

29 

20 

35 

25 

22 

28 

29 

17 

14 

10 

II 

13 

10 

14 

22 

140 45.0 0.13 10.0 34 

3n 20.0 8.0 0.16 2.50 

2g 30.0 10.0 0.16 4.00 

26 45.0 20.0 0.17 5.00 

24 80.0 30.0 0.17 7.00 

120 45.0 0.20 10.0 

11 

12 

15 

18 

20 

ell' Nc'l Nr" Kpc 'I ~ 'f Rc 

Ob) (deg- Nc Nr Kpc KII" (psi) (io) Ob) Ob) 
reel 

20 

14 

25 

17 

15 

20 

20 

12 

9 

7 

7 

9 

7 

9 

15 

24 

7 

8 

10 

12 

14 

12 2 10.2 lOA 33.7 4.1 409 249 658 

9 o 8.27 0.94 36.3 3.9 396 117 514 

60 38 39.8 73.5 42.0 1.5 265 443 [;] 
10 8.84 6.78 44.5 2.0 286 144 430 

20 6 16.9 26.4 49.7 1.0 222 224 446 

9 

9 

8 

8 

6 

6 

8 

6 

8 

o 7.68 0.89 35.5 5.3 459 35 495 

o 7.59 0.88 41.4 2.3 309 23 332 

o 7.49 0.96 26.5 3.4 418 104 522 

o 7.62 0.97 32.2 3.5 388 150 538 

o 5.80 0.99 35.5 4.1 407 35 442 

o 5.77 0.98 36.7 4.3 414 4 419 

o 7.66 0.98 35.6 2.4 331 57 388 

o 5.80 0.99 39.3 2.6 327 24 351 

o 7.62 0.97 36.3 1.3 277 244 521 

20 6 16.9 26.4 65.6 0.4 151 221 371 

58 25 39.4 51.6 119.2 0.1 83 225 308 

6 o 5.77 0.98 27.7 2.4 375 175 .s.t9 

8 0 7.70 0.98 36.7 1.3 277 203 481 

13 2 11.9 14.9 50.1 0.7 202 211 413 

14 3 12.4 17.6 76.0 0.3 132 131 264 

17 5 14.7 25.1 100.5 0.2 101 133 234 

Note: The soil types are arranged in order. from top to bottom divided by lines. as Sandy Loam 

(Michigml), Dry Smld (LLL), Sandy Loam (LLL), Clayey soil (Thailand). Heavy Clay (WES), Lean Clay 

(WES). 
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Table 3.13. Soil resistances and pertinent soil information for one support tire. 
(for the rear pair) 

n c cj> 

(lbl (deg-
in2) reel 

13 7.0 5.0 0.80 1.00 29 

11 6.0 11.0 0.90 0.70 20 

23 27.0 15.0 0.40 1.40 35 

23 20.0 5.0 0.70 1.60 25 

21 38.0 14.0 0.40 2.50 22 

o 3.9 0.1 1.10 0.15 28 

15 16.8 23 0.70 0.25 29 

45 13.0 14.0 0.30 0.80 17 

47 8.0 24.0 0.60 1.10 14 

43 4.0 22.0 0.90 0.26 10 

55 5.0 7.0 1.00 0 11 

38 16.0 12.0 0.50 0.60 

55 14.0 7.0 0.70 0.30 10 

35 30.0 14.0 0.13 5.00 14 

30 65.0 25.0 0.12 7.00 22 

140 45.0 0.13 10.0 34 

30 20.0 8.0 0.16 2.50 

28 30.0 10.0 0.16 4.00 

26 45.0 20.0 0.17 5.00 

24 SO.O 30.0 0.17 7.00 

12 120 45.0 0.20 10.0 

11 

12 

15 

18 

20 

cj>' Nc'l Nr'l Kpc'1 Kp- 'f P cr 4, Rc 

(I b) 

Rlol 

(deg- Nc Nr Kpc KJr (psi) (in) (I b) (I b) 
reel 

20 

14 

25 

17 

15 

20 

20 

12 

9 

7 

7 

9 

7 

9 

15 

24 

7 

8 

10 

12 

14 

12 2 10.2 lOA 36.8 4.5 448 256 70-l 

9 0 8.27 0.94 39.9 4.2 431 118 549 

60 38 39.8 73.5 44.6 1.7 296 473 G;J 
10 8.84 6.78 48.0 2.2 314 149 463 

20 6 16.9 26A 52.7 1.2 249 238 486 

9 0 7.68 0.89 39.2 5.7 500 36 536 

9 

8 

8 

6 

6 

8 

6 

8 

o 7.59 0.88 44.7 2.5 340 24 364 

o 7A9 0.96 283 3.9 469 112 581 

o 7.62 O.g] 35.1 3.8 426 153 579 

o 5.80 0.99 39.2 4A 440 35 476 

o 5.77 0.98 40.4 4.6 450 455 

o 7.66 0.98 38.2 2.7 367 60 427 

o 5.80 0.99 42.5 2.8 359 25 384 

o 7.62 O.g] 37.5 1.5 318 272 591 

20 6 16.9 26.4 67.4 0.4 173 247 421 

58 25 39.4 51.6 122.4 0.1 95 252 347 

6 o 5.77 0.98 28.9 2.8 428 194 622 

8 0 7.70 0.98 38.1 1.6 317 226 543 

13 2 11.9 14.9 51.9 0.8 230 233 464 

14 3 12.4 17.6 78.6 0.4 151 145 296 

17 5 14.7 25.1 104.2 0.2 115 146 261 

Note: The soil types are arranged in order, from top to bottom divided by lines, as Sandy Loan) 

(~tich.igan), Dry Sand (LLL), Sandy Loam (LLL), Clayey soil (Thailand), Heavy Clay (WES), Lean Clay 

(WES). 

The maximum rolling resistance on a steering or front wheel was found to be 3149 N 

(708Ib), and 3421 N (769Ib) for a non-driving or rear wheel. These values are framed in 

bold boxes in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. 
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On the headland the front pair of wheels were intended to drive the carrier, therefore 

traction requirements needed to be determined. To estimate traction (H) according to the 

analysis of Bekker (1956), the Micklethwaite equation is used. This equation is shown as 

Equation (3.14). 

H = cA + Wtall l/J (3.14) 

Traction estimates were made for the carrier using the same soil types selected for the 

rolling resistance analysis, with the results shown in Table 3.14. The weight used in the 

calculations was 2722 kg (6000 lb), that is the value with a 1588-kg (3500-lb) implement 

hitched to the carrier. 

Table 3.14. Traction forces required by each tire while traveling on the headland 

under various soil conditions. 

~1C k,p kc c Cjl Zo H 
(Cc) Qb1in n

•
2} (lb/in "'I) n (lb/in 2 ) (degree) (in) (lb) 

13 7 5 0.8 1 29 4.12 869 
11 6 11 0.9 0.7 20 3.93 572 
'23 '27 15 0.4 1.4 35 1.47 1103 
'23 20 5 0.7 1.6 25 1.96 759 
'21 38 14 0.4 2.5 22 1.03 700 
0 3.9 0.1 1.1 0.15 28 5.28 803 
15 16.8 2.3 0.7 0.25 29 2.29 841 
45 13 14 0.3 0.8 17 3.38 489 
47 8 24 0.6 1.1 14 3.49 415 
43 4 ...,..., 0.9 0.26 10 4.14 274 
55 5 7 1 0 11 4.32 292 
38 16 12 0.5 0.6 13 2.42 369 
55 14 7 0.7 0.3 10 2.57 276 
35 30 14 0.13 5 14 1.27 561 
30 65 25 0.12 7 22 0.37 869 
'25 140 45 0.13 10 34 0.11 1387 
30 20 8 0.16 2.5 11 2.39 385 
'28 30 10 0.16 4 12 1.31 469 
26 45 20 0.17 5 15 0.70 589 
24 80 30 0.17 7 18 0.30 750 ...,,, 120 45 0.2 10 20 0.18 921 

Note: The soil types are arranged in order, from top to bottom divided by lines, as Sandy Loam 

(~lichigilll), Dry Sillld (LLL), Sandy Lorun (LLL), Clayey soil (fhailand), Heavy Clay (WES), Lean Clay 

(WES). 
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For each driving wheel, a maximum traction force of 6.17 kN (1387Ib) was required. 

The diameter of the wheel was found to be 807.7 mm (31.8 in.) from the Tire and Rim 

Association. The traction force multiplied by the rolling radius of the wheel, which was 

assumed to be 381 mm (15 in.), resulted in a required driving torque of 2350 Nm (1734 

ft-lb). 

A maximum speed of 0.42 m/sec (82.7 ftlmin) was assumed for the carrier when it 

was being propelled by the driving motors. One revolution of a 762-mm (30-in.) 

diameter wheel would travel approximately 2.4 m (94 in.). Thus, maximum rotational 

speed was calculated at 10.5 rpm. From the relationship of torque (T), speed (N) and 

horsepower, the power required to drive the carrier at the maximum speed was calculated 

as follows: 

TN 
kW = 9550 

kW _ (2350)(10.5) 
- 9550 

TN 
hp = 63000 

hp = (173~j~ 10.5) 

(3.15) 

2.6, or 

(3.16) 

3.5. 

From this it was determined that a 3.4-kW (4.5-hp) motor, having 85% efficiency, 

would be required to propel the carrier along the headland under the worst case condition. 

Since the driving wheels were to be located at the front of the carrier, and also acted as 

the steering mechanism, hydraulic wheel hub motors were considered to be suitable 

power sources. Based on this, a wheel hub motor having a rated torque of 695 in-lbllOO 

psi at an operating pressure of 20.7 MPa (3000 psi) was required for the design. 
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3.5.4. POTENTIAL USES OF THE CARRIER FOR HARVESTING 

The major crops grown in Arizona, by area, are cotton (53.6%), hay (22.2%), small 

grain (11.1 %), vegetables (8.4%) and fruit (4.7%), according to Arizona Agriculture 

Statistics (1993). The carriage system was to be used for harvesting all of these crops 

except fruit. 

To han'est the selected crops, the weight of the harvesting components and the 

harvested crop had to be considered when designing the carriage system. Since reducing 

soil compaction was one of the main objectives for the CDFS, the carrier was not 

expected to carry a significant load. A conveyor system was considered an alternative 

solution. A belt conveyor could be set under the pipes and pass through the tower 

assemblies, and be used to convey the harvested crop to the headland where it would be 

unloaded. Thc load would then be supported by the tower assemblies. To examine this 

concept further, additional calculations were made. These are shown in Appendix B for 

han'csti ng cauliflower. 

Thc bclt convcyor system was considered reasonable for vegetable harvesting, since 

most of these operations are still perfonned by hand. The workers could stand under the 

CDFS and cut the crop, then place it on the belt conveyor. On the headland, a slide could 

be used to unload the conveyor, while workers pack the products into suitable containers. 

The packagcs could then be loaded onto a truck or trailer for transport. In this situation 

the carrier would not be used for harvesting. 

If a belt conveyor was not employed, a trailer pulled by the carrier could be used to 

carry the harvested crop. To find the minimum size of the trailer required for such an 

operation, the maximum yield of one pass for each of the selected crops had to be 

determined. Lettuce was used as an example in the calculations. The average yield of 

lettuce was found to be 29702 kg/ha (26500 Ib/acre) from Arizona Agricultural Statistics 

(1993). The length of crop area when farming with the CDFS would be approximately 
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157 m (515 ft). Assuming a cutting width of 4 m (13.3 ft) results in a harvesting area of 

0.0636 ha (0.1572 acre) per pass. Thus, the yield from a single pass down the field of the 

carrier was calculated to be 1890 kg (4167 lb). This weight divided by the density of the 

lettuce, 467.26 kg/m3 (29.17 Ib/ft3), gave a volume of 4.0 m3 (142.9 ft3) being required 

for the trailer. Thus a trailer having minimum dimensions of 1.8 m (6 ft) wide x 2.4 m (8 

ft) long x 0.9 m (3 ft) high could accommodate this amount of lettuce. As unloading 

could take place on both headlands, heavier loads on subsequent passes would be 

a\·oided. 

Small grains are harvested using combines. Combine components, however, are very 

heavy for the carrier. One concept was proposed for harvesting small grains using the 

carriage system's two main components: the automatic cable grip and the electric trolley. 

These two components could be mounted on a combine which has all of the thresher and 

cleaning components, but lacks the engine and transmission. The engine could be 

rcplaced by an electric motor which would receive power through the trolley system. Thc 

propelling force could be supplied by the cable. The problem with this concept is that the 

cablc and sheaves would need to be raised from the height used for tillage, to the top of 

the combine. To accommodate this increase in height, the frame which supports the 

cablc drivc shcavc and pulleys (Figure 3.6) would need to be raised. The clearance of thc 

rail in this instance would still be only 1.52 m (60 in.), thus only a small combine could 

be used. Since the system was designed for full automation a small grain tank and 

narrow cutting width would be acceptable as it is anticipated that the system could be 

uscd continuously over longer time intervals. 

Wheat is used as an example for the small grain calculations. The yield of wheat was 

found to be 6359 kg/ha (5673 lb/acre) from Arizona Agricultural Statistics (1993). The 

Icngth of crop area when farming with the CDFS is approximately 157 m (515 ft). 

Assuming a cutting width of 4 m (13.3 ft) results in a harvesting area of 0.0636 ha 
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(0.1572 acre) per pass. Thus, the yield from this area would be 405 kg (892 lb). This 

weight divided by the density of the wheat, 772 kg/m3 (48.23 Ib/ft3 ), resulted in a storage 

yolume of 0.5 m3 (18.5 ft3) being required on the harvester. This was considered to be a 

relatiyely small, as was the weight, hence two passes were thought possible between 

unloading intervals. Given this scenario, unloading could take place on the headland 

when the CDFS was indexed. A grain tank having minimum dimensions of 0.9 m (3 ft) 

wide x 1.8 m (6 ft) long x 0.8 m (2.5 ft) high could thus accommodate the wheat. 

If a suitable header was attached to the front of the carrier, it could be used not only 

for harvesting small grain, but also for hay. When harvesting grain the thresher and 

cleaning components could be pulled behind the carrier along with the grain tank. For 

hay a different set of components is required (Coates, 1994). In Arizona, hay is normally 

harycsted in small or large rectangular bales. Stone and Gulvin (1967) indicated that 

"Many balers are quite light, suitable for smaller acreages and smaller tractors. The range 

in weight is 2300 to 7000 pounds, with 3500 the average .... " The carrier is able to carry 

this size of implement, thus a small baler could be used with the CDFS carrier. Various 

bale sizes were considered to determine the load and volume that would have to bc 

hurycsted in one pass. The small cst bale size was chosen to reduce the load. These are 

normally 356 mm x 457 mm (14 in. x 18 in.) in cross-sectional dimensions, and 813 mm 

(32 in.) in length (Stone and Gulvin, 1967; Smith and Wilkes, 1976; and Kepner et ai, 

1978). 

The average yield of hay was found to be 17709 kg/ha (15800 lb/acre) from Arizona 

Agricultural Statistics (1993). As noted before, the crop length when farming with the 

CDFS would be approximately 157 m (515 ft). Assuming a cutting width of 2 m (6.7 ft), 

rcsults in a hun'est area of 0.0318 ha (0.0788 acre) per pass. Thus, the yield from a single 

pass down the field was calculated to be 563 kg (1246 lb). Smith and Wilkes (1976) 

indicated that a rectangular bale having the dimensions discussed above would weigh 
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approximately 18 kg (40 Ib). Based on this figure, approximately 32 bales would be 

made per pass. A trailer having minimum dimensions of 2.1 m (7 ft) wide x 2.4 m (8 ft) 

long x 0.9 m (3 ft) high could hold the bales. As unloading could take place on both 

headlands, a larger trailer would not be needed. 

Cotton is the most common crop grown in Arizona. The CDFS should be able to 

harvest cotton as well as the other crops already discussed. Cotton strippers and pickers 

are two popular types of cotton harvesting equipment. Cotton pickers are the type 

normally used in Arizona, thus, picker heads were required for the CDFS. The picker 

heads could be attached to the carrier, with the picker conveyor system being modified to 

facilitate horizontal conveying. Referring to a John Deere 9930 two-row picker, the 

picking units have two 12-bar drums per unit, 20 spindles high (high drum) or 14 spindles 

high (Io\\' drum). The spindles are spaced 38 mm (1.5 in.) both vertically and 

horizontally (Smith and Wilkes, 1976~ and Kepner et ai, 1978). Thus, the maximum 

height of a high drum is 762 mm (30 in.). From this the height of a picker head was 

cstimatcd to be 1016 mm (40 in.). This value was compared to the rail clearance of 1524 

mm (60 in.) and it was concluded that enough clearance exited for the picker heads to 

mO\'c under it. 

The yield of cotton was found to be 1296 kg/ha (1157 Ib/acre) from Arizona 

Agricultural Statistics (1993). Assuming a harvesting width of 2 m (6.7 ft) for a two-row 

picker results in a harvesting area of 0.0318 ha (0.0788 acre) per pass when farming with 

the CDFS. Thus, the yield from a single pass down the field of the carrier was calculated 

to be 41.2 kg (91 Ib). This weight is minimal. To unload it everyone or two passes as 

with previous crops would result in very low field efficiencies. If a basket or trailer 

having dimensions 0.9 m (3 ft) wide x 1.8 m (6 ft) long x 0.8 m (2.5 ft) high were used, 

that is similar to the one used for the small grains, unloading could take place after 

approximately ten passes, significantly increasing field efficiencies. 
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Two means of collecting crops as they are harvested, that is a conveyor or a trailer, 

could be used with the CDFS. A conveyor system could be used for the vegetable 

harvesting, since most of these operations are still performed by hand. The workers 

could stand under the CDFS and cut the crop, then place it on the conveyor. However, to 

utilize the conveyor system to harvest crops other than vegetables, a subconveyor which 

would attach to the carrier or the main conveyor would need to be developed to convey 

the harvested crops from outside the trusses to the main conveyor. Lacking the 

subconveyor, a trailer pulled by the carrier could possibly be conveniently used by this 

system. Because of weight considerations, and given the maximum rail height, trailer 

sizes would need to be kept small, however. Frequent unloading would be required to 

avoid carrying a heavy load through the field which would result in lower field 

efficiency. However, the automation that could be obtained with such a system would 

compensate this disadvantage. Future research required to develop these concepts is 

proposed in the end of chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 4 

COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

4.1. MATERIALS CHOSEN 
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Rectangular or square structural steel tubing and steel plates were considered to be 

suitable materials for most of the components. Given their relatively high stresses, 317 

MPa (46 ksi) for 500B steel tubing, and 248 MPa (36 ksi) for steel plate (Manual of Steel 

Construction, 1986), these were considered to be adequate for the structural components. 

4.2. CABLE GRIP AND SUPPORT 

4.2.1. SIZE DETERMINATION OF THE CABLE GRIP 

Two grips, one on the front and the other on the rear of the carrier were designed for 

automatically coupling and uncoupling it to the cable. This arrangement not only 

balanced the pull on the carrier, but also placed it relatively close to each set of wheels. 

To ensure that a highly efficient puII was applied to the carrier, the cable grip had to be 

located as close as possible to the center of the carrier. As discussed in section 3.5.1, the 

cable grip was turned from a horizontal to a vertical position to make turning of the 

carrier possible. This change brought the cable grip closer to the carrier center (Figure 

4.1), and also decreased the bending imposed on the cable grip mount which arose from 

the pulling force. 

(horizontal location) (vertical location) 

Figure 4.1. Comparison of the two cable grip positions. 
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Each cable grip consists of two jaws having inclined tracks at their base, a wedge 

having two inclined bars on each side, and two tracks which guide the jaws. A 

description of these components and how they were sized is provided in the following 

sections. 

4.2.1.1. SIZE DETERMINATION OF THE CABLE GRIP WEDGE 

Two inclined bars on each wedge forced the jaws to slide up and down. The angle of 

incline affects the sliding distance, and the length of the wedge. For the same vertical 

movement of a jaw, a smaller incline requires a longer sliding distance or wedge length, 

but a shorter wedge height (see (a) and (b) in Figure 4.2). The positions of the inclined 

bars also affect the height of the wedge. That is, bars inclined from the center of a wedge 

to the side would require a larger wedge height than bars crossing from corner to corner, 

given the same inclination angles (see (b)and (c) in Figure 4.2). 

"'=6~:fi - -= 3·· 
~ 

(b) 

(inclined angle) 

~-
(c) 

Ie 
(wedge length) 

Ib = Ie 

hb > he 

Figure 4.2. The effects of incline angle and the position of the inclines 

on wedge height. 

Thc vcrtical distance required for each jaw to move from coupling to uncoupling thc 

cablc was set at 19 mm (0.75 in.), since the cable was 25.4 mm (1 in) in diameter. This 

distance was used for calculating the differences between various inclines and wedge 

lengths. Some common angles were considered for the inclines, along with the vertical 
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displacement of 19 mm (0.75 in.). As the inclined bars were set to run from the center of 

the wedge to the edge, the displacements required for the wedge associated with various 

inclination angles could be calculated. These are listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Horizontal displacements of a wedge associated with various angles of 

inclination. (bars inclined from the horizontal center of a wedge) 

Wedge displacement in mm (in.) required to generate a vertical travel distance of 

19 mm (0.75 in.) when used with various inclination angles. 

600 450 300 150 100 

11 (0.43) 19 (0.75) 33 (1.30) 71 (2.79) 108 (4.25) 

The shorter the wedge displacement, the shorter would be the response time required 

for coupling and uncoupling the grip. That is, the larger angle was better from this point 

of \'iew, however the wedge height would also be larger. This would result in a higher 

position being required for the cable, which was not as good from the standpoint of pull. 

Therefore as a compromise the inclination angle was chosen as 300
, with the bars set to 

run from comer to comer on the wedge in order to reduce its overall height. 

The length of the wedge was next determined. This included the wedge 

displacement, the depth of ajaw base, and a marginal distance to provide additional grip 

on the cable when its diameter decreased by wear and to account for error in constructing 

the grip. The wedge displacemcnt was 33 mm (1.3 in.), as shown in Table 4.1. The 

depth of a jaw base was set at 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) and the marginal distance was estimated 

to be 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). Adding these numbers together and then rounding the length up 

to facilitate easy construction yielded a wedge length of 95.25 mm (3.75 in). 

Once the length of the wedge was calculated, the wedge height was determined from 

graphics and triangulation. As mentioned previously, the inclined bars should start from 

the comers of the wedge. The hcight or thickness of the inclined bar was set at 12.7 mm 
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(0.5 in.). Referring to part (c) in Figure 4.2, and using an incline angle of 30°, the 

inclined bars (solid lines and dashed lines) intersected at the horizontal and vertical center 

of the wedge. Thus the minimum height of the wedge was found to be 67.6 mm (2.66 

in.). For easy construction, a height of 76.2 mm (3 in.) was specified. This leaves an 

adjustment height of 4.3 mm (0.17 in.) on the top and bottom of the wedge. Figure 4.3 I 

presents the dimensioned drawing. 

30° 

\ y 

(coupling) 

--.I (vertical 
~i-__ ---1rr.=_--,_~~displacement) 

jaw base 

r 
3.00"-

i 

(uncoupling) 

... ---~ 1.30" 

(horizontal 
displacement) 

Figure 4.3. Height and length of the wedge and associated jaw. 

The wedge depth also had to be determined. The depth or thickness of each inclined 

bar was set to the same value, 19 mm (0.75 in.). The plate between the two inclined bars 

I linits used in the figures of this chapter are shown in Inch-Pound units since most of the work and 
material dimensions were based on Inch-Pound units. Conversions to SI units are provided in the text. 
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was set at 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). Therefore, the total thickness of the wedge was 50.8 mm (2 

in.). Figure 4.4 shows three views of the wedge along with an attachment block 76.2 mm 

(3 in.) in height, 38.1 mm (1.5 in) in length, and 50.8 mm (2 in.) in depth. This block was 

designed to have a 25.4-mm (I-inch) diameter hole in it to provide the connecting point 

for a cylinder. 

I (Top view) 

T 
2.00" 

1 
I I I 
I ! I 
I I I 

I 
(End view) 0.75" 

1.50" ~"'.II--~.~I ... --- 3.75" ----I. 

1 
3.00" 

t=:::I-J:=:=::tl 01.00" 
0.83" 

0.50" 

Figure 4.4. Three-view drawing of the wedge, and attaching block which contains 

a one inch diameter hole that permits connecting the assembly to a cylinder. 

4.2.1.2. SIZE DETERMINATION OF THE JAW 

A jaw includes a jaw head, which has a concave in its face to grab the cable, and a 

jaw base which has an inclined track that slides on the wedge (Figure 4.5). 
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concave for cable --_ 

, 
length 

~+-t--;rnclined 

track 

" 
jaw basE 

Figure 4.5. Terms used to describe ajaw. 

Since the cable was 25.4 mm (1 in.) in diameter, and with the width of each jaw head set 

at 2S.4 mm (1 in.), the total width of the two jaw heads when coupled to the cable would 

be SO.8 mm (2 in.). But the jaw heads needed some clearance between their faces to 

allow for adjustment of the grip as discussed in section 4.2.1.1. A clearance of 17.7 mm 

(O.S in.) was considered sufficient. The depth of the jaw head was set 38.1 mm (I.S in). 

Gi\'cn these dimensions, a block measuring 38.1 (1.5) x SO.8 mm (2 in.) which had a 

2S.4-mm (I-inch) diameter hole drilled in it could be cut as shown in Figure 4.6 to form 

the two jaws. 

1.50" ........ 1·-~~ 
cut line ------rt-

--c 2.00" 

* 
"' ,. cut me 

0.50" 
01.00" 

[Jj0. 5" I. 5" 
(rear 

/jaw) 
n= R0.44". _ I 1_ 
~ ~ ..... 0.50" 

" (front r----rl 
jaw) L-J 

Figure 4.6. Cross-sectional dimensions of two jaw heads. 
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The grip was required to hold the cable as tightly as possible to provide an efficient 

transfer of pull to the carrier. To meet this requirement, the length of each jaw head was 

set to be 152.4 mm (6 in.). Thus, the dimensions of ajaw head were 38.1 (1.5) deep x 

50.8 (2) wide x 152.4 mm (6 in.) long. Since the front jaw of each pair would be the first 

to contact the cable support as the carrier traveled in the field, its comers were rounded to 

reduce the contacting force (see section 4.2.2.1 ). 

The jaw head length was assumed to be two times the ja\v base width (Figure 3.18). 

Since the length of a jaw head was 152.4 mm (6 in.), the upper part of a jaw base would 

be 76.2 mm (3 in.) in width. The thickness of the wedge plate that the two inclines were 

to be attached to was 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). Since the wedge was to slide through the lower 

section of the jaw base, the thickness of the wedge plate was used as the clearance 

between the lower parts of two jaw bases. Thus, the lower section of each jaw base was 

set at a width of 69.85 mm (2.75 in.). The length of the upper portion of the front jaw 

base (length I in Figure 4.5), which had a width of 76.2 mm (3 in.), was set to be 50.8 mm 

(2 in.) in order to avoid interfering with the movement of the wedge. For the rear jaw 

base, the length I was set to be 69.85 mm (2.75 in.). This distance allowed the rear jaw 

base to contact the upper section of the front jaw base, and to keep the rear jaw vertical as 

it uncoupled from the cable. 

The inclined track (see Figure 4.5), which had a height of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) and a 

depth of 19.05 mm (0.75 in.), allowed the inclined bar of the wedge to slide in it. To 

locate the position of the inclined tracks on two jaw bases, the coupling and uncoupling 

motions were considered (see Figure 4.3). As the front jaw slid down, that is as the 

wedge slid to the right, the jaw head and the upper edge of the wedge could not have 

contact which would prevent it from sliding. If there were no marginal and adjustment 

distances on the wedge, the vertical displacement, which was 19.05 mm (0.75 in.), would 

be the minimum length measured from the bottom of a front jaw head to the top of the 
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inclined track. That is, the location of the inclined track could be determined. However, 

the so called marginal and adjustment distances of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) and 4.3 mm (0.17 

in.), respectively, needed to be taken into account. From graphics and triangulation a 

distance of 11.68 mm (0.46 in.) was obtained (line CD in Figure 4.3). This value when 

added to the vertical displacement, giving a total of 30.73 mm (1.21 in.) for the minimum 

distance required to prevent the front jaw head from having contact with the wedge. In 

order to make specifying this length easier, a value of 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) was used (line 

BO in Figure 4.3). Since the distance AB in Figure 4.3 is 50.8 mm (2 in.), the position of 

the inclined track as measured from the top of the front jaw base (line AD in Figure 4.3) 

is 88.9 mm (3.5 in.). 

For the rear jaw the distance EF in Figure 4.3 was determined to be 27.43 mm (1.08 

in.) using graphics and triangulation. This value was added to the length of the inclined 

track, 12.7 mm (0.5 in.), resulting in a value of 40.13 mm (1.58 in.). This is shown as 

line OF in Figure 4.3. Thus, the position of the inclined track was determined by 

summing the distances AB, BD and DF in Figure 4.3, and resulted in a total length of 

129.03 mm (5.08 in.) as measured from the top of the rear jaw base. 

A distance FG in Figure 4.3 was added to the distance AF, this resulted in a minimum 

length of the jaw base of 153.42 mm (6.04 in.). In order to make specifying this length 

casier and to make the two jaw bases equal in length, the length of each ja\\' base was set 

at 177.8 mm (7 in.). The grips as designed are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for the front 

and rear jaws, respectively. 
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Figure 4.7. Three-view drawing of a front jaw of the cable grip. 
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Figure 4.8. Three-view drawing of a rear jaw of the cable grip. 
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To guide the jaws as they slid, two sets of tracks were designed for the carrier (see 

Figure 3.18). Since there were two grips on the carrier, four tracks were required, two for 

each grip. The track locations on the carrier frame are discussed in section 4.4, and are 

shown in Figure 4.22. Their dimensions are depicted in Figure 4.9. 

(Front track) (Rear track) 
(Top view) (Top view) 

+ I+- 2.00" .-.I I+- 2.00" -+I 

oInJ 
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(End view) 

I+- 2.25" -.J 
'1UJ 
T 
~I 1-'--0.25" 

I~'-• I 

1 7.00" !1 
4.00" 

~1 -.J~ 

I 4.00" 

'-'--__ J ...... 
11 

Figure 4.9. Tracks for guiding the jaws. 

4.2.2. SIZE DETERMINATION OF A CABLE SUPPORT 

4.2.2.1. CABLE SUPPORT 

(End view) 

r-- 2.25" -+I 
I~:-

• 

7.00" 

, 
--'-

Since the cable on each side of the CDFS was estimated to be about 152.4 m (500 I"t) 

in length, its weight was estimated to be 326.87 kg (800 Ib) using a unit weight of 2.38 

kg/m (1.6 Ib/ft). The cable supports were to be located at the tower assemblies, with two 

supports on each tower. This required six supports on each side of the CDFS, with each 

support designed to carry a maximum load of 60.5 kg (133.3 lb). The supports were 
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designed to slide from the extended position, back into the supporting arm. This allowed 

the cable grip to pass the supports without stopping or having to release the cable. To 

obtain this sliding action, a device similar to a door latch was used as is shown in Figure 

4.10. 

T 
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~ 

T 
2.00" 
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~-- 4.00" ---teJ~ I~ 

0.50" 

(Top view) 

0.69" 

T 
1.53" 

L----___ ------..Jl 
I~ ~---- 5.50" -----... ~I 

Figure 4.10. Three views of a cable support. 

-

(End view) 

The support was connected to a spring which pushed it back into the extended or 

supporting position once the cable grip passed. Rounded corners (top view) on the 

support and the front jaws of the cable grips made the motion of the support smooth. 

The cable support was sized to fit inside a housing made from tubing which was 

connected to the rail support beam by a hanger. The hanger (Figure 4.11) was a 520.7-

mm (20.5-inch) long piece of tubing, having dimensions of SO.8 x SO.8 x 4.8 mm (2 x 2 x 

3/16 in), which was welded to the rail support. The hanger extended 304.8 mm (12 in.) 

from the connecting point of the rail and its support beam. The housing measured 63.5 x 

63.5 x 9.5 mm (2.5 x 2.5 x 3/8 in), and had a length of 152.4 mm (6 in.). The 
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O\'erhanging distance and length of the hanger were determined by considering the size of 

the cable grip and its position on the carrier. This is discussed further in section 4.4, 

carrier sizing. 

to tower assembly 

rail support tubing 
hanger 

L...-----J~~ latch support 

Figure 4.11. Cable supports associated the rail and its support tubing. 

4.2.2.2 SPRING 

Oberg et al. (1990) stated that there are five commonly used spring materials. These 

include high-carbon spring steels, alloy spring steels, stainless spring steels, copper-base 

spring alloys, and nickel-based spring alloys. Normally the choice of which is used for a 

particular application is based on the working environment and specific requirements of 

that application, since these materials have very different characteristics. 

High-carbon spring steels are the most commonly used of all spring materials because 

they arc the least expensive. are easily worked, and are readily available. However, they 

arc not satisfactory for springs operating at high or low temperatures, or for shock or 

impact loading. As there would be impact loading during CDFS operation, this type of 

material was not selected for the design. 

Alloy spring steels are used for high stress conditions, and for shock or impact loads. 

They can wi thstand both higher and lower temperatures than high-carbon steels springs 
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and are obtainable in either annealed or pretempered fonns. This type of material was 

suitable for the design. 

The use of stainless spring steels has increased, and several compositions are 

available which might be used for temperatures up to 550 degrees F. They are corrosion 

resistant, which is an advantage for use in the field. Thus this type of spring was also 

considered to be adequate for the design. 

Copper-based spring alloys have good electrical properties and good resistance to 

corrosion, but they are more expensive than high-carbon and alloy steels. They are 

frequently used in electrical components, and in sub-zero temperatures. They were not 

considered suitable for this design. 

Nickel-based spring alloys are corrosion resistant, withstand both elevated and sub

zero temperatures, and their non-magnetic characteristic make them useful for 

applications such as gyroscopes, chronoscopes, and indicating instruments. These 

materials have a high electrical resistance. They are generally used in under very specific 

conditions, and hence were not chosen for this design. 

Based on this analysis, stainless spring steels were chosen. Considering the 

constraints given in section 4.2.2.1 such as the 76.2-mm (3-in.) space inside the housing, 

the size of the spring could be determined. The spring wire diameter was considered an 

important factor in the design in tenns of the resistance to motion of the support. The 

less the resistance, the easier the carrier passed, however the spring also needed to be 

strong enough to push the latch back into the supporting position. The latch weight was 

estimated to be 2.5 kg (5.5 Ib). The maximum friction force, without lubrication inside 

housing, was calculated to be 32 N (4.4lb), based on a coefficient of metal-metal friction 

of 0.8. This was assumed to be the minimum force required from the spring to move the 

latch. 
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The inside height and width of the housing were 50.8 mm (2 in.) and SO.8 mm (2 in.), 

respectively. Comparing two springs having the same wire diameter with different 

outside diameters, one would find the larger diameter able to support a smaller working 

force. Oberg et aJ. (1990) provided a table for choosing the wire size, given the outside 

diameter of a spring. An outside diameter of 20.6 mm (13/16 in.) was chosen for the 

design given the limited space in the housing. Oberg et aJ. also recommended that the 

ratio of the outside diameter of the spring (D) and wire diameter (d) be kept between 7 to 

9 to permit easier manufacture. Thus, from Table 5 in the book Machillery's Halldbook 

(1990), a wire diameter of 2 mm (0.08 in.) was chosen. The ratio of DId is thus 9. Since 

the table was developed for ASTM A229 oil tempered spring steel having a torsion 

modulus (0) of 77.2E+6 kPa (l1.2E+6 psi), and an uncorrected torsion stress of 689.5 

MPa (100 000 psi), a factor of 1.067 needed to be applied for the stainless steel spring in 

order to calculate the deflection (f). From the table, the deflection was 4.8 mm (0.1881 

in.); when multiplied by 1.067 this resulted in a deflection of 5.1 mm (0.2 in.), at a load 

or 122.32 N (27.5 lb). Table 19 in the book Machillen"s Halldbook lists the torsion 

modulus (0) for various spring materials. A value of 6.89 E+ 7 kPa (10 E+6 psi) is given 

for stainless steel. 

Based on the dimensions of the cable grip and latch, one can calculate the 

compression distance for the spring. Using this distance, the load applied on the spring to 

retract it can be calculated from Equation (4.1) or (4.2). 

Gd4F 
N =8PD3 (4.1) 

(4.2) 
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where 

N = number of active coils 

F = deflection, mm (in.) 

P = load, N (lb) 

Figure 4.12 shows the front jaw just contacting the latch. The horizontal 

displacement for the latch is equal to the deflection of the spring. Thus this value, 50.8 

mm (2 in.), was used for F. 

~horizontal displacement 
2.00" for the latch) 

(distance to 
14-+-1 .... - 1.00" the housing) 

2.50" -----1~-......--T-+-__;..-------___r 
(latch) 

(front 
jaw) 

~---t"'-I-- 1. SO" 
25.9° 

'(contacting angle) 

(cable) 

1 
v 

Figure 4.12. The front jaw and latch in contact. 
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The number of active coils was the other variable required to permit calculation of the 

load. Within the 76.2-mm (3-in.) space, ten active coils were considered acceptable. 

Equation (4.2) then yielded a force of 109.8 N (24.7Ib). This force and the friction force 

were considered to be the major forces which would be encountered as the cable grip 

passed a support. If the latch was cleaned regularly, the cable grip could easily pass the 

latch as the force required to retract it was considered minimal, relative to the pull 

developed by the cable. 

4.3. CARRIER STEERING AT THE END OF THE FIELD 

As the carrier finished a path down the field it had to tum on the headland without 

receiving power from the cable. That is, the carrier had to tum and travel like a self

propelled de,·ice, using the rail to guide it. The turning radius of the carrier was set equal 

to the radius of the rail. A larger turning radius would result in less turning force, but a 

larger area of unplanted land. If the turning radius of the carrier equaled the turning 

radius of the end rail, then minimal forces would be imposed on the rail. 

Vehicle steering theory was studied in order to design the carrier's steering. Wong 

( 1978) indicated that at low speed, there is a simple relationship between the direction of 

motion of a vehicle and the steering wheel angle, and that turning behavior mainly 

depends on the geometry of the steering linkage. He also stated that the prime 

consideration in the design of steering system geometry is minimum tire scrub during 

cornering. This requires that during a tum all tires operate in pure rolling, without lateral 

sliding. To satisfy this requirement, the wheels on the carrier should follow curved paths 

with radii originating from a common center as shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13. Basic steering geometry. 

From Figure 4.13, the relationship between the steering angle of the inside front 

wheel (0;) and that of the outside front wheel (Do) was established. This relationship is 

giYen in Equation (4.3), 
B 

cot Do - cot 0; = L (4.3) 

where Band L are the tread and wheelbase of the vehicle, respectively. The steering 

geometry that satisfies Equation (4.3) is usually referred to as the Ackennan steering 

geometry. 

Referring to Figure 4.13, the procedure to detennine the various values is as follows: 

first connect the midpoint of the front axle M, with the center of the inside rear wheel F. 

Then layout the steering angle of the outside front wheel 00 from the front axle. Line 

DO intersects line MF at Q. Connect point Q with the center of the inside front wheel C, 

then angle QCM is the steer angle of the inside front wheel 0; that satisfies Equation 
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(4.3). This can be proven by the geometric relationship shown in Figure 4.13, and using 

the following procedure. 

thus 

Since triangle MAQ is similar to triangle MCF, 

Thus, Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as 
B 

cot 00 - cot OJ = L 

(4.4) 

The results of the above analysis indicated that if the steering angles of the front 

wheels «(j,. and ( 0 ) satisfied Equation 4.3, then by laying out the steering angles OJ and 00 

for the front axle, the intersection of the noncommon side of OJ and 00 (i.e., point Q in 

Figure 4.13) would lie on the straight line connecting the midpoint of the front axle and 

the center of the inside rear wheel (i.e., line MF in Figure 4.13). If the point Q did not lie 

on the line MF in Figure 4.13, a steering geometry with an error curve would be 

developed. Such a situation would exhibit considerable tire scrub during cornering, and 

the result would be excessive tire wear and increased steering effort (Wong, 1978). 

To eval uate the characteristics of a particular steering linkage with respect to the 

Ackerman steering geometry, a graphic was employed. Figure 4.14 shows the error 

curve of one steering linkage. 
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Rear axle Eo....-__________ ..... F 

Figure 4.14. Error curve of a steering linkage. (Source: Theory a/Ground Vehicles, 1978) 

As illustrated in Figure 4.14, the steering angles of the inside front wheel Di were first 

laid out from the initial position of the steering arm CH using suitable increments. Then, 

from the pi\'ot of the inside steering arm H, an arc was struck with a radius equal to the 

length of the tic rod HI. This intersected the arc generated by the steering arm of the 

outside front wheel DJ. The intersection then defined the corresponding steering angle of 

the outside front wheel Do. By laying out the steering angles of the inside front wheel 

from the front axle, the noncommon sides of Di and Do intersected at the black points as 

shown in Figure 4.14. If the steering geometry satisfied Equation 4.3, the intersections of 

the noncommon sides of Di and Do would lie on the straight line MF. The deviation of the 

curve connecting the three black points from line MF would be an indication of the error 

of the steering geometry with respect to the Ackerman criterion. 
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Steady-state handling perfonnance, which is concerned with the directional behavior 

of a vehicle during a tum under non-time-varying conditions, was also studied. An 

example of a steady-state tum is a vehicle negotiating a curve with constant radius, at 

constant forward speed. Wong (1978) indicated that when a vehicle is negotiating a tum 

at moderate or higher speeds, the effect of centrifugal force acting at the center of gravity 

cannot be neglected. To balance the centrifugal force, the tires must have appropriate 

cornering forces. A side force acting on a tire produces a side slip angle. Therefore, 

when a vehicle is negotiating a tum at moderate or higher speeds, the four tires develop 

appropriate slip angles. Since the speed of the carrier is slow, 0.42 m/sec(400 ftlmin) or 

1.5 km/h (0.95 mph), the centrifugal force acting at the center of gravity could be 

neglected. 

Steady-state handling characteristics are classified into three categories: neutral steer, 

understeer. and oversteer (Wong, 1978). The classification depends on the values of the 

understeer coefficient KlIs , or the relationship between the slip angles of the front and rear 

tires. Figure 4.15 shows these three handling characteristics. 

understeer 

Kus > 0 

neutral steer 
Kus = 0 

bt = constant 

R 

Figure 4.15. Curvature response of neutral steer, understeer, and oversteer vehicles at a 

fixed steer angle. (source: Theory a/Ground Vehicles, 1978) 
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Figure 5.6 in the book Theory oj Ground Vehicles shows the relationship between 

steering angle and speed of neutral steer, understeer, and oversteer of vehicles. If the 

speed of a vehicle is under 10 kmlh (6.25 mph) there is no significant difference between 

the three steering types. As the speed of the carrier was less than 10 kmlh (6.25 mph), the 

problem of oversteer or understeer was not critical for the carrier. 

The wheel tread (B) of the carrier was designed to be 2032 mm (80 in.), the width of 

two crop rows. The length of the carrier was 1778 mm (70 in.), as described in section 

3.5.2, chapter 3. The wheel base L was then estimated at 1524 mm (60 in.). This resulted 

in a value of BIL larger than 1. A large value of BIL necessitates a sharp turning radius to 

reduce the size of headland, but also increases the steering angle. With a very slow 

speed, this might not be a problem, however to prevent this from becoming one a large 

steering angle was avoided. 

Ackerman steering geometry was used in the design of the carrier steering. To 

111Immize the size of the headland, the steering angle of the inside tire was set to be 

between 3SO and 45°. These angles then determined the lengths of the turning radii. The 

center of gravity of the carrier was estimated to be at the center of the carrier. Thus the 

radii \'aricd from 2.64 to 3.22 m (8.68 to 10.58 ft), with the maximum difference being 

about 0.58 m (1.9 ft). The smallest turning radius was chosen for the carrier. A depiction 

of the completed steering geometry design is shown in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16. Steering geometry developed using the dimensions of the carrier and 

various steering angles for the inside front tire. 

The steering radius of the carrier was used to set the radius of the tum in the rail at 

each end of the CDFS. As the carrier was to steer at a constant angle and travel at a slow 

speed, it should induce minimum forces on the rail. This was a design requirement, that 

is the rail was to be used only for guiding, not for transferring forces. 

The length of the carrier steering rod was determined from its wheel tread, 2032 mm 

(80 in.), and the length of a tie rod on a John Deere 4230 which had a similar wheel tread. 

Based on these parameters, the length of the tie rod was set at 1778 mm (70 in.). The 

length of a steering arm was set at 152.4 mm (6 in.), center to center. Figure 4.17 shows 

the dimensions of the tie rod and the steering arms as designed. 
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Figure 4.17. Dimensions of the steering components. 

The distance 165.1 mm (6.50 in.) shown in Figure 4.17. from the end of the steering 

am1 to the center line of the wheel was established to permit installation of a hydraulic 

hub motor on each \vheel. This arrangement allowed the front wheels to act as both 

driving and steering wheels. 

The geometry of the steering system was checked following the previously described 

graphical procedures and found to be adequate. A hydraulic cylinder on the carrier frame 

was selected to steer the wheels. A Char-Lynn power steering manual (1984) presented 

the steps needed to calculate the sizes of the steering cylinder(s) and pump. Figures 4.18 

and 4.19 diagrammatically present the dimensions used in the following analysis. 

First, the torque (T) applied on the Kingpin was calculated from 

where 

T = Kingpin Torque required to steer the axle, Nm (in-Ib) 

W = Vehicle Weight supported by the steered axle N (Ib) 

B = Nominal Width mm (in.) of the tire print. (Use nominal tire width.) 

E = Kingpin Eccentric mm (in.). (See Figure 4.18). 

f = Coefficient of friction (dimensionless). 

(4.5) 



Figure 4.18. Tire width (B) and Kingpin Eccentic(E). 
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Figure 4.19. Carrier steering system and its associated dimensions. (The steering angles 

of the inside and outside wheels are 450 and 230
, respectively) 
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The carrier weight supported by the steered axle was estimated to be 6.67 kN (1500 

lb). Based on the steering tire information, the value of B was determined to be about 

203.2 mm (8 in.). The value for E depends on the wheel as it sets on the carrier, and was 

estimated to be 76.2 mm (3 in.). From the chart given in the Char-Lynn power steering 

handbook, and the value of E/B, the coefficient of friction was found to be 0.3. The 

torque was then calculated to be 209.6 Nm (1855.4 in-Ib). 

The force required (F), in N (lb), to steer was next calculated using Equation (4.6) 

T 
F=r (4.6) 

where 

T = Kingpin Torque, Nm [in. lb.]), and 

r = Effective radius arm about Kingpin axis at which cylinder force was applied, 

mm (in.). 

As the value of r was found to be 172.7 mm (6.8 in.), the force F was determined to 

be 1.2 kN (272.85 Jb). This force was used to determine the size of the steering cylinder 

required. Since this force was minimal, a cylinder having a small bore, 50.8 mm (2 in.) 

was selected. The pressure required by the cylinder was about 1379 kPa (200 psi). 

Based on a cylinder area (A) of 2026 mm 2 (3.14 in2), and the stroke (S) shown in Figure 

4.19, the volume of oil (V) required to move the cylinder through the entire stroke was 

detem1ined from: 

V=SxA (4.7) 

or V = 123.6 cm3 (7.54 in3). 

If the steering time is assumed to be 2 seconds, then, the pump must supply 3.7 LPM 

(0.98 GPM) as calculated from equation 4.8. 

LPM[GPM] = Cylinder Vo~ume ~cu. cm [cu. in.]) x ~ 60] (4.8) 
Steenng Time (sec) 1000 231 
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4.4. CARRIER SIZING 

Chapter 3 discussed the general layout of the carrier frame, and determined a 

minimum size for it. In checking the clearance of the cable and its supports on thc 

carrier, the physical size of the electric motor was determined to be an obstacle. As cable 

height was not to be any higher than possible to avoid draft force from being transferred 

to the rail, changes were needed. To solve this problem the carrier was modified. 

Lowering the electric motor proved to be the best way to do this, since the size of the 

motor could not be changed. This change required lowering the bottom frame of the 

carrier, however the height constraint imposed by the three-point hitch would not allow 

an overall change in the rear frame height. To solve this problem a box frame, 45.72 cm 

wide x 11.43 cm high x 76.2 em deep (18 in. x 4.5 in. x 30 in.), was attached to the 

cxisting bottom frame of the carrier. Since the width of the box was equal to the width of 

thc lower links, and the box was located in the middle of the carrier as viewed from its 

end, this width was insufficient to interfere with the crop. An end view of the carrier, 

guide rail, cable and supports is shown in Figure 4.20. 

The location of the cable was set by the clearance required between the cable support 

components and the carrier frame. The distance from the vertical center line of the carrier 

frame to the cable center was determined from the dimensions of the cable, and its 

position relative to the carrier frame. The dimensions of the cable grip as developed in 

earlier sections were used to position it in a suitable location on the carrier frame. As 

mentioned prcviously, the cable should be positioned as close to the vertical center line of 

the carrier frame as possible. Given these constraints, a clearance of 76.2 mm (3 in.) 

between the cable support and the top of the bottom section of the carrier frame was 

established. 
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Figure 4.:W. End view of the carrier showing the guide rail, cable and supports. 
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The cable was supported on a latch, with its center equal in height to the top of the 

latch. The distance from the cable to the carrier's vertical center line was calculated and 

was found to be a sum of a half width of the tubing, the thickness of the track, the width 

of the jaw base, and the radius of the cable. The carrier frame used a 76.2-mm (3-inch) 

tubing, which rcsulted in a half width of 38.1 mm (1.5 in.). The thickness of the track 

was 6.35 mm (0.25 in.). These two dimensions were added to the dcpth of the jaw base, 

38.1 mm (1.5 in.), and the radius of the cable, 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) resulting in a total 

displacement of 95.25 mm (3.75 in.). This was then the horizontal distance from the 

\'crtical center of the carrier frame, to the cable center. The vertical distance from the 

center line of the horizontal tubing of the carrier frame to the cable center was also 

calculated. A half width of tubing, 38.1 mm (1.5 in.), plus a clearance of 76.2 mm (3 in.), 
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and the height measured from the bottom line of the housing to the cable center, 55.56 

mm (2 3/16 in.) resulted in a total distance of 169.86 mm (6 11/16 in.). Figure 4.21 shows 

an end view of the cable grip and the supports positioned on the carrier frame. 

0.75" +---+o~ 

(honzontal distance 
to cable center) 

3.75· --+I 
0.25" I ........ -1.00· 

3.00· 

(carrier honzontal frame) 

2.50" 

6.69· 
(height to 
cable 
center) 

------- ------------------------------~--

Figure 4.21. An end view of the cable grip and its supports. 

The 25.4-mm (I-inch) hole in the base of the inclined wedge provided a location to 

attach one end of a hydraulic cylinder. The other end of the cylinder could be attached to 

the left side of the carrier, as viewed from its rear (Figure 4.21). The distance from the 

vertical center line of the carrier to the center line of the left most tubing of the carrier 

was 406.4 mm (16 in.). A 101.6-mm (4-inch) diameter cylinder would then have a 

retracted distance of 387.35 mm (15.25 in.). The small stroke, 33.02 mm (1.3 in.) 

required for this application should be noted. In general longer stroke cylinders are 

available, however stops could be used to reduce the stroke for this application. Another 
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solution would be the addition of a cross beam to support the end of the hydraulic 

cylinder if other lengths had to be used. 

The wheel base and tread of the carrier were 1524 mm (60 in.) and 2032 mm (80 in.), 

respectively (see section 4.3). To accommodate those dimensions, the carrier frame 

needed extensions to allow attachment of the wheels. High clearance was considered to 

be a necessity to avoid damaging crops. The height of the top member of the lower frame 

section of the carrier was established as the clearance distance for the wheel attachment 

tubing. This height was estimated at 927.1 mm (36.5 in.) from the ground to the center of 

the tubing. 

Based on these values, the overall size of the carrier frame was determined as shown 

in Figure 4.22. The dimensions are from center to center of the members. This layout 

facilitated de\'elopment of the model which was then subjected to finite element analysis. 

-_-16.50·-~-16.50·-~--2.00·---

950'--i ~16.50· "I' 16.50'-~--
2200' 3 50' j' ... ____ 3300' ___ +1 

Figure 4.22. Stick drawing of the carrier frame. 
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4.5. INTRODUCTION TO THE FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS METHOD AND 

THE PROGRAM ANSYS 5.0A 

The development of the finite element method began in the 1940s in the field of 

structural engineering with work by Hrennikoff in 1941 and McHenry in 1943, who used 

a lattice of line (one-dimensional) elements (bars and beams) for the solution of stresses 

in continuous solids (Logan, 1986). From the early 1950s to the present, enormous 

advances have been made in the application of the finite element method to solve 

complicated engineering problems. 

There are two general approaches associated with the finite element method (Logan, 

1986). One approach, caIJed the force or flexibility method, uses internal forces as the 

unknowns of the problem. The second approach, called the displacement or stiffness 

method, assumes the displacements of the nodes as the unknowns. These two approaches 

result in different matrices being associated with their formulation (flexibility or 

stillness). It has been shown that for computational purposes, the displacement (or 

stillness) method is more desirable because its formulation is simpler for most structural 

analysis problems (Kardestuncer, 1974). 

The finite element method models a structure using small interconnected pieces called 

finite clements. A displacement function is associated with each finite element. Every 

interconnected element is linked, directly or indirectly, to every other element through 

common (or shared) interfaces, including nodes and/or boundary lines and/or surfaces. 

By making use of known stress/strain properties for the material which makes up the 

structure, one can determine the behavior of a given node in terms of the properties of 

every other element in the structure. The total set of equations describing the behavior of 

each node results in a series of algebraic equations best expressed in matrix notation. 

Solving a large series of algebraic equations expressed in matrix notation by hand 

calculation is not easy. Use of a computer program to do this analysis work is both 
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necessary and efficient. One can then input the information which defines the finite 

element model into the computer, and let it carry out the tedious part of solving the 

problem. Information input into the computer may include the positions of the element 

nodal coordinates, the manner in which elements are connected together, the material 

properties of the elements, the applied loads, boundary conditions or constraints, and the 

kind of analysis to be performed. The computer then uses this information to generate 

and solve the equations and carry out the analysis. 

Logan (1986) listed the advantages of using finite element method: 

Handle general load conditions without difficulty 

3. Model bodies composed of several different materials because the element 

equations are evaluated individually 

4. Handle unlimited numbers and kinds of boundary conditions 

5. Vary the size of the elements to make it possible to use small elements where 

necessary 

6. Alter the finite element model relatively easily and cheaply .... " 

Cook (1981) indicated that versatility is an outstanding feature of the finite element 

technique. He also stated that" .... The method can be applied to various problems. The 

region under analysis can have arbitrary shapes, loads, and boundary conditions .... This 

great versatility often is contained within a single computer program: user-prepared input 

data control the selection of problem type, geometry, boundary conditions, element 

selection, and so on .... Another feature of finite elements is the close physical resemblance 

between the mesh and the actual structure. The mesh is not a mathematical abstraction 

that is hard to visualize." 

The carriage system used different materials and sizes for different components. The 

material, size and load were varied during the analysis. Since the carriage system was not 
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tested in the project, the structure had to be modeled then analyzed to allow choosing the 

proper material and size. In addition, if later some changes in size, material or load were 

needed, the computer model could be easily modified, thereby reducing redesign costs. 

For these reasons the finite element method of analysis using a commercially available 

package was chosen for the analysis of the carriage system. 

The ANSYS program, introduced by Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc. (SASI) in 

1970, gives researchers and engineers the capability to perform static, dynamic, and heat 

transfer calculations in a single program (ANSYS5.0 User's Manual, 1992). The method 

used by this program to develop finite element solutions is the displacement or stiffness 

method, with a frontal solver technique being employed to reduce the size of the 

assembled matrix used by the computer at anyone time. This procedure uses a value 

called the element order number to establish an array of counters in the assembly 

procedure. The counter array contains the element order number for the first and last use 

of eyer)' degree of freedom in the total stiffness matrix. 

Since the procedure associated with this assembly technique does not store the total 

matrix at one time, only an arbitrary sized array of storage is zeroed before the assembly 

begins. The size of this array determines the size of problem that can be solved, and this 

is known as the maximum wavefront allowed. The individual element matrices are 

computed, transformed and added to the portion of the total matrix that is actively stored. 

Superposition is automatic since the assembly procedure keeps track of which degrees of 

freedom are active. If a new degree of freedom is introduced, a new row and column is 

created. If a degree of freedom already exists, the term is added to the existing total 

matrix which exists. To reduce the maximum wavefront size, the elements must be 

ordered for the solution phase so that the element for which each node is mentioned first, 

is as close as possible in sequence to the element for which it is mentioned last. In 

geometric terms, the elements should be ordered so that the wavefront sweeps through 
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the model continuously from one end to the other in the direction which has the largest 

number of nodes. 

In 1985, SASI put finite element technology within the reach of most engineering 

fimls and departments when it developed derivatives of the ANSYS program for personal 

computers. No\\' static, dynamic, and thermal analyses, along with solid modeling and 

optimization capabilities, are all available. 

Static analysis is used to determine displacements, stresses, and reaction forces of a 

linear elastic structure under applied loads. Most loading conditions are truly dynamic in 

nature, that is, they vary with time. In many cases, however, this variation is slow 

compared to the natural period of the structure, and consequently the load is considered to 

be static, and a static analysis is performed. As field speeds for the carrier were relatively 

10\\', this form of analysis was considered acceptable. 

The ANSYS program is organized into two levels: Begin level and Processor level. 

As one first enters the program. one is at the Begin level. From this level one enters the 

ANSYS processors. as shown in Figure 4.23. 

Operating System 

~ 
Begin Level 

II' • ~ \t 
General General Time-History 

Preprocessor Solution Postprocessor Postprocessor 
(PREP?) (POSTl ) (POST26) 

Figure 4.23. ANSYS organization. (Source: ANSYS manual, 1992) 
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A typical ANSYS analysis involves three distinct steps: (1) Preprocessing, where one 

proyides data such as geometry, materials and element types to the program; (2) Solutioll, 

where one defines analysis type and options, applies loads and initiates the finite element 

solution; and (3) Postprocessing, where one reviews the results of the analysis through 

graphics displays and tabular listings. These three phases of a finite element analysis are 

the main branches in the main commands tree, and are the locations where one spends 

most of the time. 

4.6. CARRIER FRAME ANALYSIS 

Figure 4.20 provides the dimensions of the carrier frame. Materials used in the 

design or the carrier were 500B steel tubing and A36 steel plate having maximum 

stresses of, 317 kPa (46 ksi) and 248 kPa (36 ksi), respectively. The density of steel or 

7809 kg/m3 (0.000733 Ib-sec2/in4), an elastic modulus of 207E+6 kPa (30E+6 psi), and a 

poison ratio of 0.3 were used in the analysis. The model was built in the preprocessing 

step of the ANSYS program. Boundary conditions were required before entering the 

solution step. Two cases were analyzed: (1) the carrier working with the highest pull 

associated the greatest possible draft force; and (2) the carrier lifting the heaviest 

implement while traveling on the headland. The procedures used, and results obtained, 

are described in the following sections. 

4.6.1. THREE-POINT HITCH CASE 

In Chapter 3 the highest draft forces were found to be 70.71 kN (15897 lb) for a 6-

row land plane, or 67.95 kN (15277 lb) for a 4-row lister cultivator. The difference 

between these two numbers was not considered significant, since the forces calculated 

were not exact numbers without error. Thus a force of 70 kN (15737 lb) was used in the 

analysis. This was distributed on the three point hitch attachment points of the carrier 

frame. Figure 4.24 shows free body diagrams for the implement and three point hitch. 
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h 

(3-point hitch) (Implement) 

Figure 4.24. Free body diagrams for the implement and three-point hitch. 

Symbols used in Figure 4.24 are: 

a = distance from top hitch point to lower hitch point, m (in.), 

b = distance from lower hitch point to the line of draft force, m (in.), 

c = length of the lift rods, m (in.), 

D = draft force, kN (lb), 

e = distance from lower hitch point to implement's center of gravity, m (in.), 

h = length of lower link, m (in.), 

j = distance from lower link point A the attachment of the lift link, m (in.), 

L = sum of the horizontal force components in the lower links, kN (lb), 

R = force acting in the lift rods, kN (lb), 

T = horizontal force on the top link, kN (lb), 

W = implement weight, kg (lb), and 

X = sensed force at the front attachment points of the lower links, kN (lb). 

D 

From the implement side of Figure 4.24, the force T was obtained by taking moments 

about point M: 



T=Db _ We 
a a 

Taking moments about the top-link implement pin yields, 

L= D(a+ b) We 
a a 
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(4.9) 

(4.10) 

The sensed force, X (Figure 4.19, 3-point hitch side)was resolved into forces in the 

horizontal direction by 

X + Rcos 8 = L (4.11 ) 

Taking moments about the front attachment points gives, 

R(sin 8)j cos <I> - R(cos 8)j sin <I> = W h cos <P - L h sin <p (4.12) 

and so 
R _ W h cos <p - L h sin <p 

- j sin(8 - <1» 

The sensed force X, as given by (Alcock, 1986), is 

X - L W h cos <p - L h sin <p '" 
- - .. (8 "') cos 'f J SIn - 'f 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Alcock (1986) simplified this equation by assuming that angle <p would be relatively 

small and could be assumed to be zero. Also, angle 8 was assumed to be a constant. The 

sensed force X is then given by 
Wh 

X=L--. -
J tan 8 

(4.15) 

The implement weight (W) was estimated to be 1360 kg (3000 Ib) and the distance a, 

b, and e were estimated to be 0.457 m (18 in.), 0.457 m (18 in.), and 0.813 m (32 in.), 

respectively. These numbers were then entered into Equations (4.10) and (4.11) and the 

forces T and L were determined to be 38.5 kN (8655 Ib) and 108.5 kN (24392 Ib), 

respectively. For each lower link, the force L was 54.25 kN (12196 Ib). 

Other dimensions were determined by measuring a John Deere 4230, type II linkage. 

From this effort the values of 8, j and h were determined to be 44.4°, 0.6096 m (24 in.) 
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and 0.9652 m (38 in.), respectively. Using these numbers and Equations (4.13) and 

(4.15), the yalues for R = 30.2 kN and X = 32.7 kN (7345Ib) were determined. 

The maximum rolling resistance forces, 3149 N (708Ib) for the front wheel and 3421 

N (769 Ib) for the rear wheel were used as boundary conditions. The maximum pull, 80 

kN (18000 Ib), was applied to the cable grip in the direction of action. Since the cable 

grip was not attached to the carrier frame directly, the force was applied in form of 

concentrated forces which acted on the front tracks of the two sets of grips. 

The materials selected for the carrier frame were two sizes of square tubing, one 

measuring 76.2 mm (3 in.) on a side, and having a thickness of 4.76 mm (3116 in.); and 

the other measuring 101.6 mm (4 in.) on a side, and having a thickness of 6.35 mm (l/4 

in.). The plate used for the cable grip assembly was 6.35-mm (l/4-inch) thick. 

The computer outputs showing the boundary conditions, displacements and stress 

analyses for three-point hitch operation are shown in Figures 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27, 

respecti'·cJy. 
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Figure 4.25. Boundary conditions for the carrier frame. (3-point hitch case) 
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4.6.2 HEADLAND CASE 

For the headland case a 1588 kg (3500 lb) implement was assumed to be carried by 

carrier along the headland. Since the three-point hitch components were not modeled in 

the program, the weight cantilevered behind the carrier was transferred as moments to the 

three link points. The center of gravity of the implement was estimated to be 1.52 m (60 

in.) behind the link points on the carrier frame. The weight was assumed to be divided 

into three concentrated loads, 5191 N (1166.7 lb) each, which acted at the vertical plane 

containing the center of gravity and which was parallel to the plane containing the three 

link points. A moment of 7890 Nm (70000 in-lb) was thus applied at each link point for 

the analysis. 

A traction force of 3919N (881 lb) for the front wheels on the headland was also used 

in the analysis. Rolling resistance for the rear wheels was set at 3421 N (769 lb). This 

was one of the other boundary conditions applied. 

The computer output showing the boundary conditions, predicted displacements and 

stress analyses are shown in Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30 for the carrier traveling along the 

headland. 
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4.6.3 DISCUSSION 

From the computer output, two portions of the model were of concern in terms of the 

stress analysis: the components which connected to the three-point hitch, and the front 

track of each cable grip set. The draft forces were applied on the three link points on the 

model. The cable pull was applied in form of concentrated forces which acted on the 

front tracks. 

The vertical tubing at the center of the lower frame was predicted to have the 

maximum stress (MX in Figure 4.27). This value was found to be 83.4 MPa (12096 psi). 

Since the strength of the ASTM 500 steel tubing is 317 MPa (46 ksi), this stress was 

belo\\' the maximum allowable value. The factor of safety (FS) also needs to be 

considered. In this case it was calculated to be 3.8. For a safe design, the FS should be 

between 1.5 and 2.0 (Salmon and Johnson, 1980). The value of 3.8 indicates an over 

design. 

Next the track, which was made from 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick plate, was considered. 

The cable pull applied on one side of each track was considerable, 40 kN (9000 Ib). As 

the model was defined in the program, 50.8 mm (2 in.) square tubing supporting members 

with a wall thickness of 4.8 mm (3/16 in.) were used as gussets behind the plates. This 

distributed the stress to the carrier frame. Given this configuration the maximum stress 

on the plate was found to be 47.5 MPa (6885 psi). Since the strength of the A36 plat is 

248 MPa (36 ksi), this gave a FS of 5.2. That is, this arrangement is safe for the cable 

pull anticipated to be applied. 

The results of the analyses showed the materials selected were sufficiently strong. To 

consider the possibilities of weight reduction, two lighter tubing sizes were examined. 

They were 50.8 mm (2 in.) square, having a 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) in thickness; and 50.8 

mm (2 in.) square having a 4.76 mm (3/16 in.) wall thickness. The results of the analyses 

are compared in Table 4.2 to the first case analyzed under the three-point hitch load. 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of three different tubing sizes and the associated frame weights, 

and maximum predicted displacements and stresses. 

Tubing size, Weight Displacement Stress 

mm (in.) N lb mm in. MPa ksi 

76.2 x 76.2 x 4.76 5297 1191 1.8 0.07 83.4 12 

(3 x 3 x3/16) 

50.8 x 50.8 x 6.35 4421 994 3.0 0.12 172 25 

(2 x 2 x 114) 

50.8 x 50.8 x 4.76 3723 837 3.6 0.14 200 29 

(2 x 2 x3/16) 

The factors of safety for each size of material were calculated on the basis of a 

material strength of 317 MPa (46 ksi) and were found to be 3.8, 1.8, and 1.6, from the top 

to the bottom of Table 4.2. As the weights were not very different, and considering the 

large factor of safety allowed by the largest material size, it was chosen for the carrier 

frame. 

The second case analyzed was for the carrier transporting the implement along the 

headland. The results shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28 indicated this design was also safe 

when using the largest material size listed in Table 4.2. The FS in this case was 2.7. 

Using a smaller size tubing would lower the FS and make the design marginally 

acceptable. Hence the same size was chosen as in the previous case. 
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A control system would be required to automate the carriage system, as well as to 

improve the accuracy of the field operations. If a field was prepared using the CDFS and 

its integral control system, the rows should be set out parallel to one another. Using a 

row cultivator in such a field would thus require minimal steering and corrections. 

5.1. CONTROL LOGIC 

To control the actions of the carrier, a programmable logic controller (PLC) was 

selected. These commercially available products allow up to 400 lines for input or output 

statements (BYTE magazine, 1994) with different languages, such as C, used to program 

them. To activate the PLC, two switches were proposed for the design. Their functions 

are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Functions performed by the two switches under different situations. 

Switch Functions for each switch associated with a different situation 

position Switch 1 Switch :2 

uncoupling from cable turn the inside wheel up to 

on lift implement and stop PTO* 450 

energize wheels 

coupling to cable release 450 steering 

off de-energize wheels 

lower implement and energize PTO* 

* : If a PTO driven implement was attached to the carrier, a switch beside the PTO gear 

box \\'ould be pushed down, then the PTO power would be turned on or off by Switch 1. 
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The two switches were located on the top of the carrier frame in such a way so as to 

contact protrusions attached to the bottom of the guide rail at the desired locations. The 

switches thus would be actuated automatically at the locations where carrier function 

changes were desired. The switch contact protrusions were made of steel, and were 

attached to the rail using 6.35-mm (1I4-inch) thick steel plate. The switches were shaped 

like door latches to reduce the contact force, and to allow the sliding action to take place 

smoothly. Magnetic switches were selected, so that they would be fully on as soon as the 

first force was encountered, and then off when the second force was imposed. To avoid 

having the switches accidentally touch the rail, suitable horizontal and vertical clearances 

from the bottom of the rail were required. These distances were also used to determine 

the dimensions of the protrusions. Figure 5.1 shows an end view of the positions of the 

switches and protrusions, along with the rail and guide wheels. 

+ 
_ 4.00" 

i • 
7.25 " 

~ 

rail 

guide wheel 

2.00" - -- - --I-......;:::a.-------4I-- - ---

T P'OtrUSiO~ ~~~USIO:r l 
switch r-- 1.00"4 
beam 3.00" 

I~ 4.00" 

center frame of 
the carrier 

(Top view of protrusion 
and switch) 

0.25" --.II.- RO.75" 

J [);O'WSlon 
2.50"I~witch 

0.25" ~1'4-
(protrusion thickness .0.5 in.) 

Figure 5.1. An end view showing the positions of the switches and protrusions, along 

with the rail and guide wheels. 
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To perform the actions listed in the Table 5.1 at the appropriate positions, the 

locations of the protrusions on the rail had to be determined. Figure 5.2 shows these 

locations. 

537.3' 

, .. ______ ~" 519.9' 
.... " 

52 

.... ~ ______ --\' _______ ~~ --I--r- (main 
52 '-'C frame 

~ 
traveling 

(carri er direction) 

traveling 1 
direction) K 40' 

o 52 

5, 51 

Figure 5.~. Location of the protrusions on the rail which activated switches 1 and 2. 

In Figure 5.~, the letters, A through H, are the positions on the rail selected to activate 

the switches and cause the carrier to perform a required action. Sl and S2 represent 

switches one and two, respectively. 

Position K is the starting point for the process, as well as the point where the carrier 

sits when the CDFS is indexed. It is located in the center of line H-A. At this location, 

both switches are initially off. Switch one is manually pushed "on" which lifts the 

hitched implement and starts the wheel motors, moving the carrier towards position A. A 

protrusion at position A contacts switch 2 and commands the steering system to tum the 

inside wheel to a 450 angle. As soon as the carrier finishes turning, position B, the carrier 

encounters two protrusions which turn both switches off. The wheels tum back to a 
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straight line position, the implement is lowered, and the carrier is pulled by the cable 

since the cable grips have just closed on it. 

When the carrier reaches point C, switches 1 and 2 contact the protrusions and are 

turned on. This uncouples the carrier from the cable, lifts the implement, and energizes 

the driving motors while the inside wheel turns to a 45° angle. The carrier then moves 

forward until it reaches point D where switch 2 is turned off. This entire procedure is 

once again repeated until the carrier reaches point K where the CDFS and carrier is 

indexed to the next position. 

Since the linear move travels very slowly, about 0.066 m/sec (13 ft/min), the carrier's 

drive motors had to be set to the same value. This was done by changing the hydraulic 

oil Ilo\\' rate during indexing. The command to do this was assumed to be delivered from 

the main controller located on the power plant. Once indexing is completed, the control 

procedure is repeated. A now chart, shown in Figure 5.3, could be used to program the 

PLCs in their appropriate language. 

During field operation (e.g., path B to C in Figure 5.2) or traveling along the 

headlands (e.g., path D to E in Figure 5.2), an automatic steering function was needed. 

This was required to help the carrier travel in a straight line, and to prevent changes in 

cablc tension, thereby maintaining a high power transmission efficiency in the field. On 

the headland, the automatic steering would help guide the carrier to the point where 

turning commenced. In fact, the automatic steering system would also work during the 

tum as well. 
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Figure 5.3. Control flow chart for directing the various actions of the carrier. 
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5.2. GUIDE WHEEL ASSEMBLY 

To provide the automatic steering two wheels were set to run along the sides of the 

guide rail. These were attached to the carrier frame using an arrangement of yokes, 

springs, housings and tubing. This is depicted in Figure 5.4. 

R3.00" 

guide 
wheel 

3.00" 4.00" 

7.00" 

switch 

I ~~~~ 

lJ:~~d4·r 
(Side view) j.- 6.50" --.Jf.- 0.25" 

center line of 
carrier fram~ 
and rail I 

(Guide wheel supports on the 
carrier frame) 

• support ball 

Figure 5.4. Guide wheel supports and the steering switch. 

The guide wheel chosen was a heavy-duty industrial type mounted on roller bearings, 

haYing dimensions of 6 x 2 inches. That is, the wheel was 152.4 mm (6 in.) in diameter, 

and 50.8 mm (2 in.) in width. The load capacity for the wheel is 1.3 kN (300 lb), as 

specified in Grainger's catalog (1994). The yoke was made from three 6.4-mm (0.25-

inch) thick steel plates having dimensions 152.4 mm (6 in.) x 101.6 mm (4 in.) for the top 

and bottom plates, and 152.4 mm (6 in.) x 76.2 mm (3 in.) for the vertical plate. 

The spring used to connect the yoke to the housing wall also pressed the wheel 

against the rail. When a side force was applied to the carrier, a reaction force from the 
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rail would compress the spring, and force the yoke to open or close the steering switch. 

The distance from the neutral position to the point where the steering switch was 

activated was set to a small value, 19 mm (0.75 in.). The neutral position for the spring 

was defined as the position when the guide wheel just contacted the rail. At this point, 

the deformation of the spring was assumed to be 6.4 mm (0.25 in.). Thus the total 

deformation of the spring that was allowed prior to the yoke operating the steering switch 

was 25.4 mm (1 in.). Based on this deformation and the spring calculations made in 

section 4.2.2.2, a stainless spring steel having 7 coils, a wire diameter of 2.68 mm 

(0.1055 in.), an outside diameter of 25.4 mm (1 in.), and a length of 76.2 mm (3 in.) was 

chosen. The total force required to deflect the spring was only 222 N (50 Ib). 

Ball bearings supported the wheel in the housing, thus avoiding large friction forces 

between the housing and the yoke during sliding. These bearings were intended to be 

used not only between the bottom plates of the yoke and housing, but also between the 

yoke and the two side walls. 

The housing was a box having dimensions 177.8 mm (7 in.) wide x 171.5 mm (6.75 

in.) deep x 101.6 mm (4 in.) high and a wall thickness of 6.4 mm (0.25 in.). The side 

walls of the housing were designed to be removable to allow installing and maintaining 

the ball supports and the spring. The switch was positioned at the center of the top plate 

of the housing, at a depth of 108 mm (4.25 in.) from its front edge. The housing was to 

be attached to the carrier with a 101.6-mm (4-inch) long section of steel tubing having the 

same cross sectional dimensions as the carrier frame. 
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A carriage system was designed for the CDFS which utilized a linear move irrigation 

system as the main frame and support structure. The original advantages of the linear 

move irrigation system were maintained: a high clearance, ease of adjusting the 

application rate of water, and being able to apply fertilizer and pesticides while irrigating. 

The additional weight that was added to the structure in the form of cables, supports 

and guide rail was distributed along the four sections which made up the CDFS. The 

weight supported on each tire was found to not exceed design tire limits. The area 

compacted by the tire tracks of the linear move was estimated to be less than 1 % of the 

planted area, much less than what exists with a tractor based system. 

Plow steel cable, a steel drive sheave and three pulleys were selected to deliver the 

pull from the engine to the carrier. An automatic cable grip was designed to couple and 

uncouple the carrier to the endless cable. This grip transferred the pull from the cable to 

the carrier for field operation, and provided for release to permit carrier turns on the 

headland. A steel wide-flange rail and two pairs of guide wheels guide the carrier down 

the field and along the headlands. 

A multiple use carrier which was able to accommodate attachment of traditional 3-

point hitch implements was designed. Two-, four-, or six-row implements could be used 

by the system, with the size determined by the required draft force, and maximum 

available cable pull. An electric motor was chosen to provide power to operate PTO 

dri"en implements. An electric trolley was designed to transmit the electric power to the 

carrier. 

The carrier weight was predicted to be minimal compared to a tractor. The carrier 

design provided a strong, light structure which should reduce overall soil compaction as 

compared to a tractor. 
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A control sequence was developed using a PLC as the controller and actuators to 

automatically control carrier movement. Automation would allow the system to be 

operated without a skilled operator, and would provide the potential for 24-hr operation. 

This system also has the potential to increase accuracy of the field operations would also 

be increased utilizing this system. 



CHAPTER 7 

LIMITATIONS AND NEEDED RESEARCH 
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All conventional 2- and 4-row three-point hitch implements, excluding a 4-row rotary 

tiller, could be used with the carriage system. Six-row implement choices would be 

limited by the maximum effective draft force, that is, listers, subsoilers, and lister 

cultivators would be excluded from use with the carriage system. The peri metrical means 

selected for the cable layout also limited implement width, since headland size would 

increase as implement width increased. 

The carrier is designed to be supported and steered by wheels. The limitations arising 

from the use of wheels are as follows: some soil compaction in the planted area would 

occur; wheel slippage on wet soil conditions might impede operation; weeds wrapped on 

the axles could significantly affect performance and increase draft; and unbalanced forces 

acting on the rigid wheel axles would occur in an unleveled field. If other suitable 

support methods could be developed, these problems could be reduced, or eliminated. 

The carrier controller was limited to on-and-off functions. To avoid unexpected 

situations, such as overloading of the CDFS caused by a tillage tool contacting a buried 

object, a safety system or alarm would be required. Tests to optimize the functions of the 

control system would be required before the final design specifications were set. 

The carriage system could be adapted for harvesting. A conveyor system, which 

would pass through the linear move tower assemblies underneath the irrigation pipe, 

could be used for vegetable harvesting. However, the conveyor could only be installed 

during harvesting because of its weight. Installation and removal of the conveyor would 

take a significant effort by the farmer, and hence limits its practicality. Some easy 

attachment system could possibly be developed to reduce installation time and effort. 
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To utilize the conveyor system to harvest crops other than vegetables, a subconveyor 

which would attach to the carrier or the main conveyor would need to be developed to 

convey the harvested crops from outside the trusses to the main conveyor. The problem 

is, however, that the subconveyor would have to pass the tower assemblies and rail 

supports during harvesting. A complicated mechanism would be required for this 

purpose. 

A trailer pulled by the carrier would be a convenient way of transporting the 

harvested crop. However, the harvested crop weight would significantly increase soil 

compaction. Frequent unloading would be required to avoid carrying a heavy load 

through the field. Trailer height would be limited by rail clearance. 

Harvesting components, such as the air conveyor system on a cotton picker, would 

need to be adapted for use on the carrier. For small grain hanresting a small combine 

could be modified for use with the CDFS. All of the components except for the engine 

and transmission would be retained on the combine. The cable grips and trolley would be 

attachcd to thc modified combine to pull it, and provide power to the threshing and 

clcaning components. The basic limitation of this concept is that the combinc would 

ha\'c to pass under the rail. This severely limits its height. 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATIONS OF THE WEIGHTS ON THE TIRES 
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Figure 3.3 was used to determined the distribution of the weights on each tower 

assembly, and the power plant. The calculations are summarized and shown below. 

A. Pipe weight: 

1st & 2nd section: unit weight = 1 1.35 Ib/ft 

3rd & 4th section: unit weight = 8.68 Ib/ft 

Distributed weights on power plant and each tower are: 

I. power plant: 1 1.35 Ib/ft x 63 ft =7151b 

" I st tower: 11.351b/ft x 127 ft =1441 Ib 

3. 2nd tower: 11.351b/ft x 64 ft + 8.68lb/ft x 80 ft = 1421 Ib 

4. 3rd tower: 8.681b/ft x 160 ft = 13891b 

5. 4th tower: 8.681b/ft x 80 ft = 6941b 

B. Water: Density = 1 g/cm 3 = 0.036Iblin3 

1st & 2nd section: 

00 = 8 in, thickness = 0.125 in, A = : (8-0.25)2 in2 = 47.2 in2 

unit weight = 47.2 in2x 0.036Iblin3 x 12 in/ft = 20.3791b/ft 

3rd & 4th section: 

00 = 6 in, thickness = 0.125 in, A = : (6-0.25)2 in2=25.97 in2 

unit weight = 25.97 in2x 0.036Ib/in3 x 12 in/ft = 11.2181b/ft 

Distributed weights on power plant and each tower are: 

I. power plant: 20.3791bfft x 63 ft =1284lb 

" 1 st tower: 20.3791b/ft x 127 ft =25881b 

3. 2nd tower: 20.3791b/ft x 64 ft + 11.2181b/ft x 80 ft = 22021b 

4. 3rd tower: 1 1.218 Ib/ft x 160 ft = 17951b 

5. 4th tower: 11.2181b/ft x 80 ft = 8971b 
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C. Weights of Trusses & Rods: 

The average weight of 50 lb/each was used for the trusses. The weight of the rods 

was estimated at 40 lb and 20 lb each for the ones nearest the towers and the others, 

respecti vely. 

The weights resulting from the trusses and rods in each section are: 

1. 1st section: 50 lb x 6 + 40 lb x 4 + 20 lb x 8 = 620 lb 

") 2nd section: 50 lb x 5 + 40 lb x 4 + 20 lb x 8 = 570 lb 

3. 3rd section: 50 lb x 6 + 40 lb x 4 + 20 lb x 10 = 660 lb 

4. 4th section: 50 lb x 6 + 40 lb x 4 + 20 lb x 10 = 660 lb 

Distributed weight on power plant and each tower thus is: 
1 

I. power plant: ::; x 620 lb = 310 lb 

1 st towcr : 
1 1 
::;x 620 lb + ::; x 570 lb = 595 lb 

3. 2nd towcr : 
1 1 
::; x 570 lb + -;;-x 660 lb = 615 lb 

4. 3rd towcr : 
1 1 
::; x 660 lb + ::; x 660 lb = 660 lb - -

5. 4th towcr : 
1 
::; x 660 lb = 330 lb 

D. CabIc: 

Unit weight = 1.6lb/ft 

Distributcd weight on the power plant and each tower is: 

1. power plant: = 268/10 = 26.81b 

") 1st tower: 1.6lb/ft x 127 ft x 2 = 406lb 

3. 2nd tmvcr: 1.6lb/ft x 144 ft x 2 = 461 lb 

4. 3rd tower: 1.6lb/ft x 160 ft x 2 = 512lb 

5. 4th towcr: = 322/8 = 40.25 lb 



E. Rail and support assembly: 

Rail: unit weight = 91b/ft 

Distributed weight on power plant and each tower is: 

1. 

.., 

3. 

4. 

5. 

power plant: 

1st tower: 

2nd tower: 

3rd tower: 

4th tower: 

91b/ft x ([ { 63- 22.8- 8.68}t 13.63] x 2 + 22.6) ft = 1016 Ib 

91b/ft x 127 ft x 2 = 2286lb 

91b/ft x 144 ft x 2 = 25921b 

91b/ft x 160 ft x 2 = 2880 Ib 

91b/ft x ([ { 80- 18.14- 8.68} + 13.63] x 2 + 22.6) = 1406 Ib 
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Rail support: 2 in x 2 in. x 3116 in tubing (4.32Ib/ft) & I-inch diameter cable (1.6Ib/ft) 

4O-foot tubing weight = 4.32 Ib/ft x 40 ft = 172.81b 

1. 1st section: 172.81b x 2 + 1.61b/ft x (216.33+62+216.9+64) in x 2 + 12 inlft 

= 4951b 

.., 2nd section: 172.81b x 2 + 1.61b/ft x (216.8+64.5+216.67+64) in x 2 + 12 inlft 

= 4951b 

3. 3rd section: 172.81b x 2 + 1.61b/ft x (202.4+53.5+202.7+53.5) in x 2 + 12 in/ft 

= 4821b 

4. 4th section: 172.81bx 2 + 1.61b/ft x (191.7+46.5+202.7+53.5) in x 2 + 12 inlft 

= 4771b 

Weight of support tubing at each tower was calculated to be 3381b 

Distributed weight on power plant and each tower thus is: 
1 

1. power plant: ;:;- x 4951b = 248lb 

.., 1st tower: 
1 1 2' x 495 Ib + 2' x 495 Ib + 338 Ib = 8331b 

1 1 
3. 2nd tower: 2' x 495 Ib + 2' x 482 Ib + 338 Ib = 8271b 

4. 3rd tower: 
1 1 2' x 482 Ib + 2' x 477 Ib + 3381 b = 8181b 

5. 4th tower: 
1 
-;:;x 4771b= 2391b 



A table summarizing the previous calculations is shown below. 

Tire 

location 

power 

plant 

1st tower 

2nd tower 

3rd tower 

4th tower 

total 

Table A.I. Weight on each tire at various locations along the CDFS 

arising from various sources. 

Weight sources and vaIues,lb 

Tower Trusses Rail's 

assemblv 
Pipe Water 

& rod 
Rail support Cable Total 

5320 715 1284 310 1016 248 27 8920 

600 1441 2588 595 2286 833 406 8749 

600 1421 2202 615 2592 827 461 8718 

600 1389 1795 660 2880 818 512 8654 

600 694- 897 330 1406 239 40 4206 

7720 5660 8766 2510 10180 2969 1379 39182 

150 

Each tire 

2230 

4375 

4359 

4327 

2103 
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APPENDIXB 

BELT CONVEYOR FOR VEGETABLE HARVESTING 
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B.l. DETERMINATION OF BELT CONVEYOR SIZE 

The main conveyor was envisioned to use a belt to transport the products. To select a 

width of belt for the conveyor, the material carried on it had to be determined. Based on 

the type of material, a belt code can be chosen from the book Belt Conveyor for Bulk 

Materials (1979). Since the material carried on the CDFS was different for each 

harvested product, the belt choice would be different. This Appendix shows only the 

example calculation for cauliflower. The density of cauliflower is 616.07 kg/m3 (38.46 

Ib/ft3 ). This is considered to be a heaviest vegetable that might be harvested by the 

systcm. 

Thc material characteristics determine the angle of repose and angle of surcharge. 

Thc angle of repose of a material is the angle which the surface of a normal, frecly 

formed pile makes to the horizontal. The angle of surcharge of a material is the angle to 

the horizontal which the surface of the material assumes while the material is at rest on a 

moving conveyor belt. This angle usually is 5° to 15° less than the angle of repose, 

though in some materials it may be as much as 20° less. 

For cauliflowcr, the anglc of repose is 35°, and the angle of surcharge is 25°. The 

flowability was figured at an average flow rate and given that the shape of the material 

was irregular. Based on the angle of repose and the material size, 15.24 cm (6 in.), a belt 

width between 45.72 cm (18 in.) and 60.96 cm (24 in.) could be chosen from figure 4.1 in 

the book Belt Conveyor for Bulk Materials. 

The cauliflower heads were estimated to be 15.24 cm (6 in.) in diameter. Four of 

thcm were assumed to be laid on the belt in a length of 0.3 m (1 ft). Including dirt, the 

unit weight of this crop laying on the belt was estimated to be 11.9 kg/m (8Ib/ft). 

To choose the right size of belt, other factors had to be considered. Table 4-1 in Bclt 

Convcyor for Bulk Materials (1979) shows that with a belt width of 45.72 cm (18 in.) or 

60.96 cm (24 in.) for cauliflower, the maximum belt speed could be 2.54 m/sec (500 
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ftlmin). Assuming an operating speed of 2.03 m/sec (400 ftlmin), the belt capacity was 

estimated to be 87090 kg/h (96 ton/hr). The desired kg/h (ton/h) was then converted to 

the equivalent in m3/hr (ft3/hr) using Equation (B.l). 

m3/hr = kg per hour/material density [ft3/hr = (tph x 2(00)/material density](B.l) 

The desired capacity in m3/hr (ft3/hr) was converted to the equivalent capacity at a belt 

speed of 0.508 m/sec (100 ftlmin) using Equation (B.2). 

Capacity (equivalent) = m3/hr x (0.508/actual belt speed (m/sec», or 

Capacity (equivalent) = ft3/hr x (loo/actual belt speed (ftlmin» (B.2) 

An equivalent capacity of 35.34 m3/hr (1248 ft3/hr) was then determined. This 

number was used for choosing a belt width with a surcharge angle selected from Tables 

4-:! to 4-5 in Belt Conveyor for Bulk Materials. A 35° troughed belt having a ::!5° 

surcharge angle and a width of 45.72 cm (18 in.) yielded an equivalent capacity of 39.1] 

m3/hr (1381 ft3/hr). There were other combinations of belt width and trough angle in the 

tables with an equiyalent capacity, that is 35.34 m3/hr (l248 ft3/hr). But, a wider belt is 

heavier and so are its support components. To minimize the weight of the conveyor 

system, the 35° troughed belt having a width of 45.72 cm (18 in.) seemed to be the best 

choice. 

Important requirements for idlers are proper support and protection for the belt, and 

proper support for the load being conveyed. Table 5-1 in the book Belt Conveyor for 

Bulk Materials listed idler classifications and roll diameters. For a light duty operation, 

an A4 classification having series number of I and roller diameter of 10.16 cm (4 in.) wa') 

selected. As with previous analyses, troughing idlers were required to support the belt. 

The troughing idlers and a return idler are shown in Figure B.1. 
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3 S° troughing idler 

~1I"".·1·1'."1·11"··."··".:··· .. __ .: •.•. : ....... __ ,; -. ra . . .::.::~ ~ ... 
·1IiI'y .. · .. ···III.. ~ 

Return belt idler 

Figure 8.1. A 3SO troughing idler and a return idler. (Source: Belt Conveyor jar Bulk Materials. 1979) 

The number of idlers and idler spacing were considered in the design. Factors 

considered when selecting the idler spacing were belt weight, material weight, idler 

rating, sag, idler life, belt rating, and belt tension. As calculated, the weight of material 

handled by this system was 616.07 kg/m3 (38.46lb/ft3). Table 5-2 in Belt Conveyor for 

Bulk Materials suggests a normal spacing for belt idlers. With a load of 616.07 kg/m3 

(38.46 Ib/ft3 ) and a belt width of 45.72 cm (18 in.), the spacing of troughing idlers is 1.68 

m (5.5 ft) and for return idlers is 3.05 m (10 ft). The total length of the belt was estimated 

to be 160.32 m (526 ft), thus the number of troughing idlers and return idlers were 

determined to be 96 and 52, respectively. 

To select the proper classification of idler, it was first necessary to determine the idler 

adjustment load. This is the load handled by the idler, but multiplied by the factors for 

lump size, service factors, etc. 

Actual idler load = IL = (Wb + Wm) Si 

Adjusted load = AL 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 



where AL = IL X Kl X K2 x K3 x K4 

Wb = Belt weight (kg/m or Iblft) 

Wm = Material weight (kg/m or Ib/ft) 

Si = Idler spacing (m or ft) 

Kl = Lump adjustment factor 

K2 = Environmental and maintenance factor 

K3 = Service factor 

K4 = Belt speed correction factor 

The adjusted load, AL. was computed using above information. 
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Table 6-1 in Belt Conveyor for Bulk Materials lists the estimated average belt weight 

for multiple- and reduced-ply belts in lb/ft. The values used for the CDFS conveyor 

system could be a belt width of 45.72 cm (18 in.) and material load of 616.07 kg/m3 

(38.46 Ib/ft3 ). The estimated average belt weight was found to be 5.2 kg/m (3.5 Ib/ft). 

This value was used for Wb in Equation (B.3). Wm equaled 11.9 kg/m (8 lb/ft) as 

estimated before. 

Other factors, kl to k4, were found in Tables 5-4 to 5-7 in Belt Conveyor for Bulk 

Materials to be 1.0, 1.1, 1.1 and 0.95, respectively. All information together resulted in 

an actual idler load of 28.69 kg (63.25Ib) and an adjusted load of 32.98 kg (72.7 lb). 

Tables 5-8 through 5-12 in Belt Conveyor for Bulk Materials showed the load ratings 

for CEMA classified idlers. For a class A carrying idler under a 45.72 cm (18 in.) wide 

belt having a 35° troughing angle, the load rating was found to be 136 kg (300 Ib). The 

load rating of a return idler was 68 kg (150 Ib). The load rating of the carrying idler was 

compared to the adjusted load of 32.98 kg (72.7 Ib) and it showed that the design for the 

idler was safe. 
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The weights of idlers along the belt were added into the total load carried by the tires. 

A total of 96 carrying idlers and 52 return idlers were required for the conveyor system. 

The weights were found to be 5.76 kg (l2.7Ib) and 5.4 kg (l1.9Ib) for a carrying idler 

and a return idler, respectively. Therefore, the total weight of idlers was calculated to be 

833.7 kg (1838 Ib). The belt weight was found to be 5.2 kg/m (3.5 Ib/ft). The total 

length of belt was calculated to be 321.26 m (1054 ft), resulting in a total weight in 

1673.7 kg (3689 Ib). Adding these \veights together resulted in a value of 2507 kg (5527 

Ib). 

The conveyor would not be used at the same time the system was irrigating since 

harvesting would normally not take place at this time, and also since the water and 

chemicals could reduce the life of the conveyor. The system would be installed on the 

CDFS frame at harvest time. As the total weight of conveyor system was less than the 

weight of the water, the tires could support the conveyor system. 

B.2. BELT TENSION AND POWER REQUIREMENT 

Belt tension and power required are important factors in conveyor design. To 

calculate both the tension and power, Inch-Pound units were used. There were formulae 

for using SI units available in the appendix of Belt Conveyor for Bulk Materials as well, 

but tables and graphs which were used to determine the factors used in the calculations 

were all in Inch-Pound units, hence Inch-Pound units were used in the calculations, but 

both units are given in the results. The following list of symbols are used in the 

calculations. 

Ai = belt tension, or force, required to overcome frictional resistance and rotate 

idlers, Ib per idler. 

C} = friction modification factor for regenerative conveyor 

H = vertical distance that material is lifted or lowered, ft 
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K( = ambient temperature correction factor 

K.t = factor used to calculate the frictional resistance of the idlers and the sliding 

resistance between the belt and idler rolls, lb per ft 

= 

L = 
Q = 
Sj = 
1'(1{' = 

factor used to calculate the combination of the resistance of the belt and 

the resistance of the load to flexure as the belt and load move over the 

idlers 

length of conveyor, ft 

tons per hour conveyed, tph, short tons of 2000 lb 

troughing idler spacing, ft 

total of the tensions from conveyor accessories, Ib: 

T ac =Tsb + Tp /+ Ttr + Toc (B.5) 

T(l1I = tension resulting from the force to accelerate the material continuously as 

it is fed onto the belt, lb 

Tb = tension resulting from the force needed to lift or lower the belt, lb 

(B.6) 

Tbe = tension resulting from belt pull required for belt-cleaning devices such as 

belt scrapers, Ib 

Tt• = effective belt tension at drive, lb 

7~1I = tension resulting fwm the force needed to lift or lower the conveyed 

material,lb: 

Tm=±Hx Wm (B.7) 

Tp = tension resulting from resistance of belt to flexure around pulleys and the 

resistance of pulleys to rotation on their bearings, total for all pulleys, Ib 

Tp/ = tension resulting from the frictional resistance of plows, lb 

Tsb = tension resulting from the force to overcome skirtboard friction, lb 
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T,r = tension resulting from the additional frictional resistance of the pulleys 

and the flexure of the belt over units such as trippers, lb 

TT = tension resulting from the frictional resistance of the carrying and return 

idlers,lb: 

Tx = L x Kx X K, (B.8) 

T.vb = total of the tensions resulting from the resistance of the belt to flexure as 

it rides over both the carrying and return idlers, lb: 

Tyb= ~~ + ~'r (B.9) 

T.\'c = tension resulting from the resistance of the belt to flexure as it rides over 

the carrying idlers, lb: 

(B.I0) 

T.VIII = tension resulting from the resistance of the material to flexure as it rides 

with the belt over the carrying idlers, lb: 

Tym = L x Ky X Will (B.l1 ) 

7:vr = tension resulting from the friction of the belt as it rides over the return 

idlers,lb: 

Tyr= Lx 0.015 x Wb x K, (B.12) 

v = design belt speed, fpm 

Wb = weight of belt in pounds per foot of belt length. When the exact weight of 

the belt is not known, use the average estimated belt weight 

Will = weight of material, lb per ft of belt length 

The conveyor system designed for the CDFS was a horizontal belt type of conveyor as 

shown in Figure B.2. 
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(Power plant 
side) 
~ 

Figure 8.2. Side view of the horizontal belt conveyor. 

There was no lifting or lowering distance for the conveyor, that is, H = o. The following 

calculations provide the tension and power required by the conveyor. 

Conveyor specifications: 

Wb = 3.5lb/ft 

L = 526 ft 

v = 400 ft/min 

Q = 96 ton/hr 

Sj = 5.5 ft 

Ambient temperature = 90°F 

Belt width = 18 inches 

Material = cauliflower at 38.46lb/ft3 

Drive = lagged and grooved head pulley, 220° wrap 

Troughing idlers = Class A4, 4-inch dia~eter, 35° angle 

Return idlers = rubber-disc type, Class A4, 4-inch diameter, 10ft spacing 

Analysis: 

The effective tension (Te) of the belt was first detennined using Equation (8.13). 

Te = L Kc(Kx + Ky Wb + 0.015 Wb ) + Wm (LKy ± H) + Tp + Tam+Tac (8.13) 

From Figure 6.1 (Belt Conveyor for Bulk Materials, 1979) for 90° F, Kt = 1.0 

To find K.r and Ky it was necessary to find 
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U/ _ 33.3 Q 33.3 x 96 8 Ib/f d 
Hm- V 400 t, an 

Wb + Wm = 3.5 + 8 = 11.51b/ft 

thus: 

K.t = 0.00068( Wb + Wm) + ~: = 0.426, for Aj = 2.3 (4-inch diameter) 

Ky = 0.035, for L = 526 ft, slop 0° and Wb + Wm = 11.51b/ft 

referred to Table 6-2(Belt Conveyor jor Bulk Materials, 1979) 

For Tp , Tall> and Tac, and since no other accessories such as skirtboard friction were 

added in this case, only material acceleration force (Tan) and nondriving pulley friction 

(Tp) were considered. The belt tensions to rotate the pulleys were 200, 150, and 100 

Ib/pulley for the locations of tight side, slack side and all other pulleys, respectively 

(Table 6-5, Bell Conveyor Jor Bulk Materials, 1979). 

LKrK.t = (526)( 1)(0.426) = 

LKrKyWb = (526)( 1 )(0.035)(3.5) = 
LKrO.015Wb = (526)(1)(0.015)(3.5) = 

KyLWIII = (0.035)(526)(8) = 
HWIII = (0)(8) = 

Tam = (II 0)(96)/( 1000) = 
(Figure 6.3, BelT Conveyor jor Bulk MaTerials, 1979) 

Tp = (2)(150) + (3)(100) = 

Effective tension, Te = 
T2 = CII' Te =(0.35)(1073.98) = 

(CII' referred from Table 6-8, Belt Conveyor Jor Bulk Materials, 1979) 

Maximum tension, TJ = Te + T2 = 

Tail tension, Tr = T2 + 0.015 LKrWb + pulley friction 

Tr = 375.89 + 0.015(526)( 1)(8) + 600 = 990 lb. 

224.081b 

64.44lb 

27.621b 

147.281b 

Olb 

1O.561b 

600lb 

1073.981b 

+ 375.891b 

1449.87Ib 

(B.14) 



Horsepower at molOr shaft: 
TV (1074)(400) 

Belt hp 33000 33000 

Drive pulley hp = (2~~) 

Adding 5% for speed reduction loss = 0.05( 13 + 2.4) = 
Horsepower at motor shaft = 

Belt tension = w~th = li~O = 80.5Ib/in of belt width 

Thus the Hp at motor shaft = 16.2 (select a 20 hp (15 kW), 1750 rpm, ac motor). 
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13.0 hp 

2.4hp 

0.8hp 

16.2 hp 

The drive end of the conveyor was set at the opposite end to the power plant of CDFS 

in order to utilize the last tower assembly as a supporting structure. Since electric power 

was available at the rail, this arrangement would be possible without having to make 

major electrical changes or running power lines to the other end of the system. 
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